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G I O VA N N I 
D A  B I S S O N E

the annunciation



provenance

Collection of the Villa Torre de’ Picenardi, Cremona, Italy, since at least 1816
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Documented in Genoa and Carrara from 1448 to 1484

T WO LOW REL IEFS  DEPICTING
THE ANNUNCIATION

Circa 1460–1465

Carrara Marble (Apuan Alps)

Angel  52.5 × 52 × 12 cm (finial modern restoration)

Virgin  63.5 × 52 × 11.5 cm
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          he subject, whiLe created according to the rules of a  

              century-old iconographic tradition, presents a remarkable dynamism.

             From the left the angel moves decisively towards the Virgin Mary, 

greeting her with a commanding gesture and holding a lily – symbol of purity  

– while in front of him unfolds a long cartouche, almost like a red carpet. The 

Virgin, taken by surprise as she was reading, looks downwards demurely and 

raises her left hand as if to protect herself. Both figures are depicted very young, 

only a little older than children, with full oval faces, compact bodies that press 

under their garments, large expressive eyes and a slightly melancholic air.

Both marble reliefs, similar in shape and size, are contained within  

pentagonal frames that feature six rampant acanthus leaves, three on each  

of the sloping sides; at the top, on a moulded base, stands a large flower.  

The one above the angel has been restored, but this is the only loss to note on 

this otherwise complete work, except for a few slight abrasions on the leaves. 

The format and iconography indicate that the Angel and the Virgin used to 

form the upper part of a larger ensemble, which is confirmed by the presence  

of holes of square section measuring 2.5 cm, and positioned exactly at the 

centre of the base of each relief. Metallic pins would have been inserted to 

place the present marbles on the elements underneath, in all likelihood  

those missing parts formed the main register of a marble altarpiece.

These two sculptures from the Quattrocento are fascinating on many 

accounts: above all for their quality, but also for the refinement of their  

figurative style, which is not easy to define, and last but not least, their  

provenance from Villa Picenardi [figs 1, 2], a place famous in Italy and 

throughout Europe at the end of the eighteenth century and during the first 

decades of the following century. This patrician residence is located near 

Cremona (in Lombardia) in Torre de’ Picenardi, a village that received its 

name from the related aristocratic family. The building, of remote origins,  

had belonged to the family since the sixteenth century, but from 1780 it was 

turned into its current form by the twin marquess Luigi Ottavio (1750–1816) 

and Giuseppe (1750–1829) Picenardi. The latters created a place of delight 

and erudition, particularly celebrated for its exceptional garden, which was 

created in several phases. Transforming with determination and ingenuity the 

local uniform plain into a succession of hills and small lakes, the brothers 

dotted this artificial Arcadia with temples and triumphant arches, thickets 
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inspired by Aristotle and fake Roman ruins, a Caffehaus called ‘the house of 

friendship’, and a ‘Gothic hermitage’ inspired by the poet Edward Young, with 

the inscription Dieu et la Raison above its entrance and an automaton-statue  

of a hermit and his dog inside…1 In 1816, a little before Luigi Ottaviano’s death, 

the ‘Gemini fratres, unanimi semper’2, both unmarried and without offspring, 

left the entire property to their great nephews Gerolamo (1801–1863) and 

Antonio (1802–1848) Sommi, who from then on took on the double-barrelled 

name of Sommi-Picenardi. They embellished the villa with a vast library  

and a very important collection of paintings they had inherited from conte 

Giovambattista Biffi, a figure of the Lombard Enlightenment and a refined 

collector3. In the course of the ninetenth century the Villa Picenardi, along 

with its collections, changed hands several times: in 1848 it was acquired  

by Massimiliano Trecchi (1819–1880), who sold it only two years later to the 

Mantuan conte Luigi d’Arco (1795–1872), who in turn on 12 November 1852  

sold the property to the marquess Pietro Araldi Erizzo (1821–1881)4. The latter, 

a prominent figure of the Risorgimento in Cremona, first mayor of the city  

and senator, ended ruined for having financed beyond his means the cause  

of the Italian unification, giving generously to help exiles and refugees and to 

support the wars of independence. In a vain attempt to cover his enormous 

debts, Araldi Erizzo was forced to sell his belongings5 in bulk. 

A large part of the medieval and modern sculptures, as well as the  

celebrated collection of Roman epigraphs, were bought in 1868 by the then 

called Museo Patrio Archeologico di Milano, located in the former church  

of Santa Maria di Brera6; at the beginning of the following century the  

sculptures entered the Castello Sforzesco, where they are still today. 

The collection of paintings began to be dismantled the following year,  

and a series of large and important Cremonese Renaissance paintings (as  
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Fig. 1 

Villa Torre de’ Picenardi, Cremona, Italy 

Fig. 2 

Annunciation reliefs in the interior of  

the Villa Torre de’ Picenardi



well as a portrait by Giovanni Bellini) entered the National Gallery in London, 

thanks to the efforts of its then director William Boxall, and his right-hand 

man in Italy, Federico Sacchi, who was from Cremona7. In 1873 Araldi Erizzo 

eventually had to sell the house itself, along with what was left of its content; 

the entrepreneur Giuseppe Sacerdoti and his wife Enrichetta Neustaedter 

acquired it. Not much later however the Sommi-Picenardi family was able  

to enter in the possession of the house once again, keeping it until 1954;  

since 1962 it belongs to the Cassani family. 

While it is clear that the most significant part of the painting collection at 

Torre de’ Picenardi was inherited from Giovambattista Biffi, it is more difficult 

to trace the origins of the group of Medieval and Renaissance sculptures. 

Numerous between the late eighteenth century and the early nineteenth 

century, the descriptions of the villa and its garden never explicitly mention  

it, due to the fact this was not an ordered collection exhibited within the  

vast villa, but instead a series of diverse elements distributed among the 

Neo-gothic oratory and some of the small edifices dotted around the garden, 

with the intention of imparting them with a suggestive aura of antiquity. In 

particular the Annunciation that interests us – and which was not included  

in the 1868 sale – was mounted on a wall, like an architectural ornament,  

on both sides of the oratorio’s façade that was opening onto the villa’s main 

courtyard, as indicated by several testimonies dating from the early twentieth 

century. The first one of these is a detailed description of the two marbles left  

by Diego Sant’Ambrogio in an article published in the Catholic daily newspaper 

‘Lega Lombarda’ in 19048. The author wrote that the two sculptures had  

occupied that position ‘for more than a century’, and mentioned that it was 

‘an old tradition in the patrician family that own them to attribute these 

marbles to Gian Antonio Omodeo’ (or, as we would call him today, Amadeo). 

Sant’Ambrogio, concurring with this attribution, trusted that the reliefs in  

the Picenardi collection would be recorded in the ‘special monograph’ on 

Amadeo ‘that is being prepared by an eminent scholar’. This is a reference  

to Francesco Malaguzzi Valeri who in 1904 published an extensive volume 

dedicated to the artist from Pavia and which indeed reads: ‘The two figures  

of the Annunciation at the front of the chapel in the villa of the marquess 

Sommi Picenardi at Torre dei Picenardi seem to belong to the artist’s early 

style. But due to the height at which they are placed and the complete lack  

of related documentation, it is not possible to determine if these are works  

by the master or by imitators’9. Reiterating the reference to Amadeo, Guido 

Sommi-Picenardi in 1909 added a precious photographic reproduction of  

the façade, where our two reliefs are seen mounted on a wall at the base of 

the two spires10 [fig 3]. Notwithstanding this attribution, today obviously  

not defensible, these references are important because they connect the 

acquisition of the sculptures to the initiative of the two founding marquesses, 

to whom the construction and decoration of the oratory is also due.11  That 

they were responsible for bringing the sculptures to Villa Picenardi is also 

12



confirmed by the fact that, among the pieces sold in 1868 in Milan, were  

four elements from the famous Arch of the Persian Martyrs, which Giuseppe 

Picenardi had acquired in 1805 when, in the role of ‘fabbriciere’ of the Cremona 

Cathedral, he was able to acquire the fragments of this masterpiece from  

the Lombard Renaissance.12 

Surprisingly, neither Sant’Ambrogio, nor Malaguzzi Valeri, nor even  

Sommi-Picenardi seemed to be aware that, while the Annunciation remained  

in its place at the time of the 1868 sale, a third gable was sold on this occasion; 

representing God the Father blessing, its shape, material, style and dimensions 

13

Fig. 3 

Façade of the Oratory Sommi 

Picenardi, Cremona, Italy
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Fig. 4

God the Father blessing, ca. 1460–1465, 

Castello Sforzesco, Milan

(71 × 53 × 11) indicate that it certainly formed part of the same group. In 1904 

this third relief was already on display at the Castello Sforzesco in Milan, 

where it can still be admired today (inv. 964) [fig.4]. It is difficult to explain 

the three reliefs’ diverse destiny: it is possible that the arrangement of their 

neo-gothic fantasies led the Picenardi to separate God the Father from the 

two other reliefs, and it was placed in a position that was perhaps more easily 

reached by the delegates of the Milan museum than the upper part of the 

oratory’s facade.13 It is certain however that the relief today in Milan used to 

be placed between the Angel and the Virgin, in accordance with the icono-

graphy customary in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries for both painted 

and sculpted altarpieces. 



It would be meaningful to momentarily bring the three marbles together 

again in order to study their style and define their most probable origin. 

Firstly, their provenance from the Villa Picenardi does not necessarily mean 

that they always found themselves in or near Cremona. If indeed at least part 

of the sculptures at the villa were found locally, as in the case of the Arch of 

the Martyrs, among the pieces sold in 1868 there are some that are certainly 

not from Cremona, nor even Lombardy. Furthermore, neither the works  

surviving in Cremona, nor written sources, lead us to believe that there 

existed in the city, during the Quattrocento, an altarpiece in Carrara marble  

of the same importance as that of our gables. Marble altarpieces of this kind 

tend to evoke instead Liguria or Western Tuscany where, along with famous 

works by Jacopo della Quercia in Lucca or the Riccomanni in Sarzana, there 

exist less noted examples that can however give us a more faithful idea of the 

dismantled group. For example, the triptych dated 1475 in the parish church 

of San Remigio in Castiglione Vara (La Spezia, Liguria) [fig. 5], a later work and 

certainly of more modest quality than ours, presents a top register that shows 

well how the three gables could have originally been placed.14 Regarding the 

style, in the recent catalogue of sculptures in the Castello Sforzesco, Luca  

Tosi described God the Father formerly in Torre de’ Picenardi as a work by  

a ‘Lombard or Venetian sculptor’ from the Quattrocento, while pointing out 

that ‘the circle of potential candidates cannot be far from that of the Caronesi 

masters’.15 The author makes reference to a sculptors’ workshop on which 

some light has been shed only in the last 25 years, and that enjoyed great 

15

Fig. 5

San Remigio in Castiglione Vara  

(La Spezia, Liguria), 1475

Fig. 6 

Annunciation, Lombard School, c. 1425–

1450, Detroit, Institute of Arts n. 76 
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Fig. 7 

Andrea da Ciona, Cloisters Museum,  

Metropolitan Museum, New York  

(originally from the church of San  

Giovanni Battista in Savona, Liguria), 1434



success between about 1425 and 1450, leaving altars, funeral monuments, 

tabernacles, baptismal fonts and portals disseminated all across northern 

Italy, between the Veneto, Lombardy and Liguria.16 Two masters, born on the 

shores of Lake Lugano, were at the head of this very well organised workshop: 

Filippo Solari da Carona and Andrea da Ciona (a suburb of Carona). While  

the Picenardi gables cannot be directly attributed to Filippo and Andrea’s 

workshop, the sculptor who carved them had a good knowledge of their art; 

this becomes evident when comparing the Milan relief with God the Father in 

the centre of a marble altarpiece signed by Andrea da Ciona and dated 1434 

at the Cloisters Museum, Metropolitan Museum, New York (originally from  

the church of San Giovanni Battista in Savona, Liguria)17 [fig. 7], or, even more 

tellingly, with a figure of God the Father blessing on the gable of a marble 

altarpiece by the Carona masters in Verona18 [fig. 8].

Among the various regions in Italy where the career of Filippo and Andrea 

unfolded, the context in which our Annunciation fits the best is certainly 

Liguria. Both masters had a thriving and long career in that region: Andrea,  

as mentioned above, signed in 1434 the marble altarpiece in Savona, which  

is now in New York; later the workshop reappeared in Genoa where it created 

a sumptuous funerary monument with an equestrian figure for the condottiere 

Francesco Spinola, who died in 1442 (formerly in the church of San Domenico,  

it is today in the courtyard of the Palazzo Spinola in Pelliceria). In addition 

there is an imposing marble portal at the palace of the banker Brancaleone 

Grillo, and also, dating from 1448, a Eucharistic altarpiece for the Cathedral.19 

While in Genoa, the masters were sent for by the nobleman Vitaliano 

Borromeo to execute a marble mausoleum for his family (formerly in the 

church of San Francesco Grande in Milan, it was transferred in the nineteenth 

century to the chapel of the Palazzo Borromeo on Isola Bella on Lake Maggiore); 

19

Fig. 8

God the Father, Carona Masters,  

Hotel Due Torri, Verona
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Fig. 9 

Giovanni da Bissone, Adoration of the Magi 

Genova, via degli Orefici, circa 1450 

Fig. 10 

Giovanni da Bissone, detail of  

the Adoration of the Magi Genova,  

via degli Orefici, circa 1450  

undoubtedly the workshop’s masterpiece, it was the starting point for the 

reconstruction of their career. The two masters executed this work, with 

collaborators, between 1444 and 1447, before returning to Liguria.20

The Genoese origin of the Picenardi reliefs is first and foremost suggested by 

the valuable material in which they are carved and which was easily accessible 

in a city that was, then as today, a large port located near the Carrara quarries. 

Furthermore, it is precisely in Liguria that an actual workshop was formed 

around the two sculptors originating from Lake Lugano, composed of masters 

of varying aptitudes but all clearly influenced by their style. The closest affini-

ties with our Annunciation can be found on a famous relief that decorates the 

architrave of an aristocratic palace: the Adoration of the Magi on via degli 

Orefici in Genoa [fig. 9]. It is first and foremost the folds of the draperies, the 

way they fall to the feet of the figures, almost forming a tent, their structure 

delineated with decisive rectilinear strokes, that signal that we are in front of a 

work by the same sculptor; this is also confirmed by the full, oval faces, the 

large eyes with incised pupils, as well as minor but significant details, such as 

the unusual halo ‘with petals’ that is identical on both the head of the angel 

on the Picenardi relief and the Madonna on via degli Orefici [fig. 10]. Besides, 

one can note that the Annunciation was most likely executed later, because it 

does not feature the anecdotal, narrative, essentially still late-gothic manner 

visible on the relief on via degli Orefici; instead it displays a more assured 

manner and great expressivity. In 1977 Giuliana Algeri compared the Adoration 



of the Magi with another celebrated Genoese sculpture on a lintel of Giorgio 

Doria Palace in piazza San Matteo and featuring Saint George slaying the 

dragon 21 [figs 11, 12]. This suggestion has been met with various reactions, yet 

it appears fully convincing after close examination: all details correspond, 

from the elegant female types with high foreheads and slightly swollen 

eyelids, to the horses’ harnesses and even the presence (slightly incongruous 

in the case of the Saint George) of young shepherds accompanied by a flock 

of lambs with distinctive, carefully detailed fur [fig. 13]. The most remarkable 

aspect of the Doria lintel is that the name of its author is known. Indeed,  

it was commissioned on 14 February 1457 from the sculptor Giovanni da 

Bissone, who created a work that shows the influence of a lintel sculpted by 

Caronesi masters on the Brancaleone Grillo Palace.22 Reconstructing Giovanni 

da Bissone’s career is rendered very difficult by the presence in Genoa, at the 

same time, of Giovanni Gagini, another sculptor with a similar name and who 

also originated from Bissone (a village on the shores of the Lake Lugano, the 

same area the Caronesi masters came from). But this study is not intended  

to settle such a complicated and intricate issue.23 A very important and 

distinguished work of clarification was conducted on the basis of new 

archival research by Michela Zurla;24 it is hoped it will be published soon. It is 

sufficient to highlight here that Giovanni da Bissone, demonstrating notable 

artistic independence in comparison with other followers of the Caronesi 

21

Fig. 11 

Giovanni da Bissone, Portale di Giorgio 

Doria, piazza San Matteo, 1457
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Fig. 12

Giovanni da Bissone, 

Portale di Giorgio Doria, 

piazza San Matteo, 

(detail)  1457

masters, was able to reinterpret their lesson in a more modern manner, blen-

ding accentuated stylistic effects with a tendency for pure forms that are 

almost abstract. The drapery of the angel and the Virgin is rendered in a series 

of dense parallel folds that renounce any decorative gothic tendencies: see how 

Gabriel’s tunic, where it is gripped by its belt, remains suspended in space, like 

a horizontal puffball sleeve. Or how the sleeve that covers the Virgin’s raised 

arm (similar on the God the Father in Milan) is wrung in a series of angular 

geometrical folds. One can also notice the rectilinear fall of the angel’s stole 

and of Maria’s elegant belt. This almost aggressive manner to carve the marble 

does not prevent however the presence of delicate and very elegant details, 

such as the angel’s animated locks of hair, or the pictorial undulations on the 

hair and beard of God the Father. A true sculptor, Giovanni da Bissone knows 



how to project his figures away from the background with powerful and  

decisive volumes; they come out of their frame (so much so that the angel 

seems pressed within the space that encloses him), made lively by an intense 

carving and drilling that accentuates the undercutting and makes the surface 

vibrate with a chiaroscuro effect. It is remarkable to see, in this vein, the 

beautiful effect created by the angel’s superimposed wings, one almost  

entirely in the round and the other ‘a schiacciato’.

While Giovanni da Bissone’s stylistic development still remains to be 

defined more precisely, the Picenardi reliefs can be convincingly placed 

between the Doria lintel from 1457 (which in turn follows the Adoration of  

the Magi by only a few years) and before the funerary monument of cardinal 

Giorgio Fieschi in San Lorenzo Cathedral, which is documented as dating  

from after 1465.25 In the current state of our knowledge it is therefore  

possible to date from the years 1460–1465 this recently rediscovered  

fascinating pair of reliefs. 

Aldo Galli, February 2017
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Fig. 13 

Giovanni da Bissone, 

Portale di Giorgio Doria, 

piazza San Matteo, 

(detail) 1457
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1 Among the many descriptions, see that of 

Isidoro Bianchi, Marmi cremonesi, ossia 

ragguaglio delle antiche iscrizioni che  

si conservano nella villa delle Torri de’ 

Picenardi, Milan 1791, pp. i-XXXiv, that  

of Giovan Carlo Tiraboschi, La famiglia 

Picenardi, Cremona 1815, pp. 242–275,  

and that of Camilla Fassati Biglioni, 

Reminiscenza della villa Picenardi, 

Cremona 1819. Among the modern 

descriptions on the garden, Paolo 

Carpeggiani, Giardini cremonesi fra ‘700  

e ‘800: Torre de’ Picenardi – San Giovanni 

in Croce, Cremona 1990; see also Anna 

Còccioli Mastroviti, Il giardino dei 

Picenardi a Torre, in Giardini cremonesi, 

M. Brignani, L. Roncai ed., Cremona 2004, 

pp. 65–83 and more recently Elena 

Granuzzo, ‘Description du Jardin de 

Picenardes’: un inedito jappelliano?, in 

‘Arte veneta’, 63, 2006, pp. 190–202.

2 This is how they were defining themselves 

on the many inscriptions on the arches  

and temples in their garden (Bianchi 1791, 

p. Xviii). 

3 In order to accommodate these works,  

the Sommi asked the architect Luigi 

Voghera to add to the villa a vast hall  

ad hoc, mentioned in descriptions as the 

‘Biblio-Pinacoteca’. 

4 On the property’s changes of hands, see 

Sonia Tassini, La ‘collezione perduta’ di 

Torre de’ Picenardi. Dalle carte d’archivio 

una intrigante storia artistica finora poco 

indagata, in ‘Bollettino storico cremonese’, 

n.s. XiX, 2013–2014, pp. 129–156.

5 Federico Sacchi wrote in Notizie pittoriche 

cremonesi, Cremona 1872, p. Xi: ‘Our  

illustrious fellow citizen, last owner of  

the Picenardi collection, forced to face 

inescapable demands (the result of many 

noble sacrifices made for the sacred cause 

of the Italica Redenzione), after many  

hesitations, had to resign himself to the 

painful loss of his possessions, dear to him 

and to his native land’ (these words sound 

somewhat cynical written by someone  

who acted as a very diligent intermediary 

during those sales. See later)

6 The operation was supervised by Antonio 

Caimi and Giuseppe Bertini who identified 

at Torre de’ Picenardi ‘28 pieces of sculp-

ture and [. . .] 46 memorial stones XXX 

inscriptions” (Roberto Cara, in Il portale di 

Santa Maria di Piazza a Casale Monferrato 

e la scultura del Rinascimento tra 

Piemonte e Liguria, exhibition catalogue 

[Casale Montferrato, Museo Civico 9 

May–28 June 2009], by G. Agosti, J. 

Stoppa and M. Tanzi, Milano 2009, pp. 

163–165, n.v.4; see also Notizie sul Museo 

Patrio Archeologico in Milano, Milan 1881, 

p. 11, n. 4).

7  V. Tassini, La “collezione perduta” cit.; 

Susanna Avery-Quash, Silvia Davoli,  

‘Boxall is interested only in the Great 

Masters . . . Well, we’ll see about that!’: 

William Boxall, Federico Sacchi and 

Cremonese art at the National Gallery,  

in “Journal of the History of Collections”, 

XXviii, 2016, 2, pp. 225–241.

8 Diego Sant’Ambrogio, Di due bassorilievi 

dell’Omodeo a Torre de’ Picenardi, in 

“Lega lombarda”, XiX, 1904, n. 224 (24–25 

September). This important article was 

drawn to my attention by Matteo Facchi, 

whom I warmly thank (see also M. Facchi, 

in Museo d’arte antica del Castello 

Sforzesco. Scultura lapidea, i i, Milano–

Verona 2013, pp. 284–285 n. 676).

9 Francesco Malaguzzi Valeri, Giovanni 

Antonio Amadeo, scultore e architetto 
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(Vinci/Firenze, 1529/30–Pisa, 1553)

Portrait  Profile  of  Luca Martini

Circa 1550
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Depth  4 cm

Fig. 1 

Interior view of Burfield Lodge,  

Berkshire, England in 1891

Fig. 2 

Christopher Lewis Loyd (1923–2013)







           he ovaL reLief subtly sculpted in Carrara marble shows a male 

              portrait all’antica. The sitter viewed in profile, looking to the right, is  

              depicted with convincing naturalism as a wise man with curly hair and  

a long, thick beard; classical drapery is knotted around his shoulder. This work  

is probably one of the most brilliant sixteenth century relief portraits known  

and shows the hand of an extremely skilled sculptor. 

The history behind it may reveal itself to be particularly fascinating as a  

testimony of the intimate relationship that linked the very talented sculptor 

Pierino da Vinci with his friend and patron Luca Martini. 

The origin of Relief Portraits in the Renaissance

With the development of humanism and inspired by antique gems and medals 

that were being rediscovered and collected at the time, marble or stone reliefs 

with profile portraits all’antica arose around the middle of the fifteenth century. 

This trend initially started with the illustration of the twelves Caesars, based  

on Suetonius’s Lives of the Caesars. The first recorded series of this type to be 

produced since Late Antiquity was created by Desiderio da Settignano (1428–1464) 

for the studiolo of Alfonso of Aragon, king of Naples, and is cited in a document of 

1455 (fig. 3).1 The theme of the Twelve Caesars became extremely popular in the 

late fifteenth century with the revival of antiquity. It represented an important 

aspect of Renaissance Florentine sculpture. Prominent sculptors, such as Mino  

da Fiesole and Gregorio di Lorenzo, created a large number of relief portraits of 

emperors and empresses of the ancient world but rarely the complete series.2 

The relief portrayal was also adopted in sacred iconography and for the 

representation of important contemporary patrons of the arts. One of the 

earliest examples of this type is the portrait of Alfonso of Aragon, attributed to 

Mino da Fiesole created around 1455 (fig. 4).3 While most early portraits of the 

Caesars were rectangular, the oval shape was reminiscent of ancient cameos  

and medallions; it was employed as early as the 1430s in Leon Battista Alberti’s 

self-portrait in bronze (fig. 5). At the end of the fifteenth century the production 

of such portraits tended to diminish.

T

Fig. 3 

Desiderio da Settignano, Julius Caesar, 

c.1455. Paris, Musée du Louvre,  

département des sculptures, inv. RF 572

Fig. 4

Mino da Fiesole, Alfonso of Aragon, 1455. 

Paris, Musée du Louvre, département  

des sculptures,  inv. RF 1611

Fig. 5 

Leon Battista Alberti, Self-Portrait,  

c.1435. Washington Gallery of Art,  

Samuel H. Kress Collection
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Marble relief portraits were revived again in the mid-sixteenth century in 

Florence, especially with the impulse of Duke Cosimo I de’ Medici’s patronage. 

They were employed both for decoration of monumental tombs and as  

independent works. Two sculptors are usually seen as the main representatives  

for relief portrayals – Baccio Bandinelli (1488–1560) and Francesco Ferrucci  

del Tadda (1497-1585) – although some other anonymous Florentine sculptors 

created similar all’antica portraits of varying quality. Bandinelli was certainly  

the most prolific artist of the genre, producing about half a dozen marble  

relief self-portraits (fig. 6–9).4 In the past, most sixteenth century marble relief 

portraits were conveniently ascribed to Bandinelli, however it is now clear that 

other Florentine sculptors produced similar types of portraits. 

Provenance and Former attribution

In this context, the former attribution of the present relief to Bandinelli is  

easily comprehensible. There is no evidence of any attribution when it was at 

Burfield Lodge but it was already ‘attributed to Baccio Bandinelli’ when it was 

subsequently sold at Christie’s London, in 1984. It was acquired by Christopher 

Lewis Loyd, who had inherited an important collection of art and was eager  

to make purchases in a field that was not yet represented in the collection: 

Renaissance and Baroque sculpture. An updated catalogue of the Loyd collection 

was published in 1991 and on this occasion, Roger Ward and Charles Avery 

Fig. 6

Baccio Bandinelli, Self-Portrait, 1550.  

Strasbourg, Musée des Beaux-Arts
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regarded the present marble relief as an idealised self-portrait by Bandinelli.5 On 

both these occasions, in 1984 and 1991, the authors of the catalogues especially 

related the relief with the oval marble Portrait of a bearded man, sometimes 

regarded as a self-portrait of Bandinelli, in the Victoria & Albert Museum (fig. 9).6

In light of new studies, this attribution of the present relief has since been 

questioned and, can now be excluded. Claudio Pizzorusso has very convincingly 

ascribed our portrait to Pierino da Vinci (1529/30–1553) in the catalogue of the 

exhibition organised for Giorgio Vasari’s 500th birthday in 2011.7  

Fig. 7 (far left)

Baccio Bandinelli, Self-Portrait, 1556. 

Florence, Opera del Duomo

Fig. 8 (left)

Baccio Bandinelli, Self-Portrait,  

c.1556–1560. Warsaw, Jablonna Palace

Fig. 9

Baccio Bandinelli, Head of  

a Bearded Man, c.1550–1560.  

London, Victoria & Albert  

Museum, DYCE.3326
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Pierino da Vinci, enfant prodige

Pierino da Vinci showed a precocious talent and was a very promising sculptor 

despite his extremely brief career (he died at the age of 23).8 A portrait of him 

has been recognised in Agnolo Bronzino’s Portrait of a young man in the  

National Gallery in London (fig. 10).9

Giorgio Vasari dedicated a Life to him and built the myth of the enfant 

prodige in close connection with the fact that he was Leonardo da Vinci’s 

nephew.10 Pierino was first apprenticed to Baccio Bandinelli (1493–1560) at  

the age of twelve. At the time, Bandinelli was the most important sculptor  

active in Florence but, according to Vasari, he was not ‘showing interest in him’. 

As a result, the young Pierino moved shortly afterwards to the workshop of the 

sculptor Niccolò Tribolo (1500–1550), a very cultivated man, who was held in 

high esteem within contemporary artistic and literary circles. 

In the 1540s, Tribolo was working in the gardens of the Medici Villa at Castello 

and the young student was involved in the sculptures for the monumental  

fountains. After a brief trip to Rome in circa 1545, Pierino was asked by Tribolo  

to carve in marble his designs for the shaft of the Fountain of the Labyrinth  

at Castello (the fountain was transferred in 1788 to the Villa di Petraia) and to 

produce putti in bronze for the Fountain of Hercules and Antaeus. In the same 

period, Pierino realised several other sculptures including a now lost Bacchus  

in grey-stone for the Capponi family.11 

In 1546 or before, Niccolò Tribolo introduced Pierino da Vinci to Luca Martini 

(1507–1561), the man who would become a central figure for the remainder of his 

life. Over twenty years older than Pierino, he soon became his patron, intimate 

friend and benefactor. Luca’s first commission to Pierino was a relief in marble  

of Christ at the Column for which Martini had provided the marble.12 The relief is 

celebrated by Giorgio Vasari who writes that ‘in truth it made everyone marvel, 

considering that he [Pierino] had not yet reached the age of seventeen, and had 

made in five years of study that proficience in art which others do not achieve 

save after length of life and great experience of many things’.13

Soon after, Tribolo and Martini handed Pierino over to the care of the 

Florentine banker Francesco Bandini who brought the young sculptor to Rome 

for a year, introducing him to the great Michelangelo. During this time, Pierino 

produced several sculptures inspired by the Antique and by Michelangelo’s  

work. He sculpted for example a Crucifix in bas-relief after a composition by 

Michelangelo (untraced) and made a copy in wax after the Moses of Pope Julius II’s 

tomb which he sent as a present to Luca Martini (untraced). The composition of 

Michelangelo’s Moses (fig. 11) would have a strong influence on Pierino’s future 

works and representations of bearded men.14

While Pierino was in Rome, Luca Martini was appointed, in 1547, provveditore 

dei Fossi, delle Galere e delle Fortezze. As the ducal representative in Pisa, he 

was in charge of the engineering work for the port and the drainage channels for 

the marshes. Luca, who invited the young sculptor to join him in Pisa where he 

Fig. 10 (opposite) 

Bronzino, Portrait of Pierino da Vinci, c.1550. 

London, National Gallery, on loan from  

a private collection

Fig. 11 (below)

Michelangelo, Moses, c.1513–1515. Rome,  

San Pietro in Vincoli
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housed him in his own palazzo, was vital in encouraging and promoting Pierino’s 

talent. He not only commissioned many sculptures and provided the materials, 

but also ensured the works would enter the collections of the most famous 

patrons, such as the Medici family. In 1548, he commissioned a marble statue 

from Pierino representing a life-size Young River God with Three Putti (fig. 12)  

that is an absolute masterpiece. The young ephebe shows sensuality worthy of 

the most accomplished sculptors. The provveditore immediately presented the 

statue to the duchess Eleonora of Toledo, the wife of Cosimo I de’ Medici. She 

then gave it to her brother, Don García, for his gardens of Chiaia in Naples.15

In the same period, Pierino produced a relief depicting the Death by 

Starvation of Count Ugolino della Gherardesca (c. 1220–1289) and his Sons (fig. 13) 

for his patron.16 The scene seems to be the first independent work of art to  

illustrate a specific passage – particularly macabre – of Dante’s Divina Commedia, 

a theme closely related to Martini’s literary interest and taking place in Pisa. 

Pierino also executed large sculptures such as an allegorical statue in travertine 

of Abundance for the inauguration in 1550 of Pisa’s market-place, then, in 1551–52,  

a marble group Samson Slaying a Philistine (Florence, Palazzo Vecchio). 

Fig. 12 

Pierino da Vinci, Young River God with  

Three Putti, 1548. Paris, Musée du Louvre, 

département des sculptures, inv. RF 1623

Fig. 13

Pierino da Vinci, The Death of Count  

Ugolino della Gherardesca and His Sons, 

1548–1549. Vaduz, Liechtenstein.  

The Princely Collections, Vaduz-Vienna,  

inv. sk1597
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Fig. 14

Pierino da Vinci, Pisa Restored or Duke  

Cosimo I de’ Medici restoring the Fortunes  

of Pisa, c.1550–1552. Rome,  

Pinacoteca Vaticana



Pierino’s most famous relief is the so-called Pisa Restored, or Duke Cosimo  

de’ Medici restoring the Fortunes of Pisa (fig. 14), again commissioned by  

Luca Martini.17 While the relief of Ugolino was illustrating a celebrated text, the  

Pisa Restored was a subject of Martini’s own invention. Although the precise 

circumstances of this commission are not documented, the complex allegorical 

iconography, described by Vasari in Pierino’s Life, is clearly the work of Luca 

Martini: the Duke Cosimo I de’ Medici is shown chasing out vices and promoting 

virtues in the city of Pisa.18

He then set his hand to a scene of marble, one braccio high and one and  

a half wide, partly in half-relief and partly in low-relief, in which he repre-

sented the restoration of Pisa by the Duke, who is in the work present in 

person at the restoration of that city, which is being pressed forward by 

his presence. Round the Duke are figures of his virtues; in particular a 

Minerva representing his wisdom and also the arts revived by him in that 

city of Pisa, who is surrounded by many evils and natural defects of the 

site, which besiege her on every side, and afflict her in the manner of 

enemies; but from all these that city has since been delivered by the 

above-mentioned virtues of the Duke. All these virtues round the Duke, 

with all the evils round Pisa, were portrayed by Vinci in his scene with 

most beautiful gestures and attitudes ; but he left it unfinished, to the 

great regret of those who saw it, on account of the perfection of the things 

in it that were completed.19

The female figure in the centre holding the coat of arms represents the city  

of Pisa itself while the old man lying with a vase and a lion is an allegory of the 

River God Arno. The processional composition reuses the codes of antique and 

Renaissance triumphs. On the right hand side, the vices are flying away from 

Fig. 15

Portrait of Niccolò Tribolo, detail  

of Pierino da Vinci, Pisa Restored,  

c.1550–1552. Rome, Pinacoteca Vaticana

Fig. 16

Self-Portrait of Pierino da Vinci, detail  

of Pierino da Vinci, Pisa Restored,  

c.1550–1552. Rome, Pinacoteca Vaticana
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Fig. 17

Portrait of Luca Martini, detail of

Pierino da Vinci, Pisa Restored,  

c.1550–1552. Rome, Pinacoteca Vaticana

Pisa, while the virtues are arriving from the left. ‘All the evils round Pisa’  

are allegorically illustrated by monsters such as a satyr and triton and by a  

young man riding a horse without a bit. The presence of the River God and the 

large antique vases, as well as the processional movement of the composition, 

indicate that the ‘restoration’ of Pisa is realised through the hydrographic  

engineering projects initiated by the provveditore. Several specific portraits can 

be identified in the figures on the left side of the relief: the great Michelangelo, 

Niccolò Tribolo (fig. 15), Pierino’s master, and also a self-portrait with the  

traditional turban intended to protect sculptors from the dust (fig. 16).20 Even 

more interestingly, Pierino portrayed his patron, Luca Martini (fig. 17); as the 

officer responsible for the topographical works, he is shown in profile with a  

coat on his shoulder and carrying a compass in his left hand and an astrolabe  

in his right hand, two instruments used for measuring the land.

Pierino’s last and unfinished work is the marble funerary monument of 

Baldassare Turini in Pescia Cathedral. In October 1552, Luca Martini was sent  

to Genoa by the Duke Cosimo I and ‘Luca, both because he loved Vinci and 

wished to have him in his company, and also in order to give him some  

diversion and recreation, and to enable him to see Genoa, took him with him  

on his journey’.21 Two months later, Luca was called back to Tuscany and  

Pierino became ill. He was just able to return to Pisa by sea before dying in the 

first months of 1553, at the young age of 23. His passing was commemorated  

by Benedetto Varchi and Bronzino but the saddest of all was Luca Martini as 

pointed out by Vasari ‘the death of Vinci was a great grief to all his friends,  

and to Luca Martini beyond measure’.22
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Luca Martini, a central figure in Renaissance Florence 

Luca d’Agnolo Martini dell’Ala (Florence, 1507–Pisa, 1561) held a central  

position in the cultural world of Tuscany as he was a link between painters, 

sculptors, literary figures and statesmen. 23 Close to poets and humanists such  

as Benedetto Varchi and Torquato Tasso, he was also friends with many artists  

like Niccolò Tribolo, Pontormo and Bronzino, as well as Francesco da Sangallo, 

Baccio Bandinelli and Benvenuto Cellini who mentioned him as his ‘very dear 

friend’.24 He also corresponded with Michelangelo in Rome and held Giorgio 

Vasari in high esteem. Martini’s name appears frequently in poems and letters  

of the time and after his death, one hundred sonnets were composed in his 

memory by Benedetto Varchi and dozens of friends, among them the artists 

Bronzino and Cellini. 

Martini belonged to the select group of intellectual elite that was at the 

centre of sixteenth century Renaissance Florence. They shared a passion for 

Dante’s Commedia and as such, Martini is commonly called a dantista. In 1540, 

he became a member of the Accademia degli Umidi, later called Accademia 

fiorentina, an institution where writers and dilettanti had discussions and 

lectures on the Tuscan dialect. With Benedetto Varchi and other scholars, this 

cultivated courtier developed the project of collecting six antique manuscripts  

of Dante’s Commedia in order to make a new edition as close as possible to the 

original lost manuscript. Remarkably, Martini personally owned three of these 

manuscripts, which demonstrated his great interest in the poet. This also led him  

to commission, in 1543, the Portrait of Six Tuscan Writers from Giorgio Vasari where 

Dante is presented as the finest Italian author (Minneapolis Institute of Arts).

When Luca Martini moved to Pisa, in 1547, after his appointment to the  

post of provveditore dei Fossi, delle Galere e delle Fortezze, he left behind his 

intellectual circle, much to his regret. He was however soon joined by Pierino  

da Vinci in 1548 and later by Stoldo Lorenzi, another young sculptor trained in 

Tribolo’s workshop. Martini also regularly received his old friends, especially 

Bronzino, in Pisa, recreating for a moment this enlightened group. 

Martini’s relationship with his adoptive city was delicate and ambivalent.25  

On the one hand, as a Florentine, he had inherited an ancestral hate towards 

Pisan people. In a sonnet, Luca openly complained, in a burlesque way, about 

the uncivilized Pisans, their accent, their cooking, their incapacity to govern by 

themselves and also about the miserable air of the marshlands (in fact he died 

from malaria).26 The relief he commissioned from Pierino, representing the Death 

of Count Ugolino and his Sons, an episode of Dante’s Commedia taking place  

in the city, is evidence of his antipathy for the Pisan people. On the other hand,  

his official function allowed him to undertake massive projects, such as digging 

canals in order to drain the marshes around the city of its stagnant water that 

prevented cultivation. His actions helped the city gain a new prosperity, and  

as such he is portrayed both in Bronzino’s painting (fig. 18) and in Pierino’s  

Pisa Restored relief. 

Fig. 18 (opposite)

Bronzino, Portrait of Luca Martini,  

c.1550–1561. Florence, Galleria Palatina
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Luca Martini played a great role in privately commissioning paintings and 

sculptures from artists with whom he had developed a friendship. Martini was 

always closely involved in the choice of the iconography and it was probably  

he who commissioned, around 1550, a relief by Pierino (now in the Bargello) 

depicting a young man and a satyr flirting, usually identified as Pan and  

Olympus. The relief is not mentioned by Vasari in the sculptor’s Life but its  

attribution is unanimously accepted and the connection with Luca Martini’s 

homosexual preference is clear: Pan, god of the wild and harmony, initiates his 

beloved Olympus to the secrets of knowledge, and this is shown in the erotic 

way in which he approaches the young man who is trying to escape.27 
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Authorship

The present relief portrait is the work of a highly talented sculptor. The psycho- 

logical intensity of the sitter is exceptionally rendered and is unequalled in  

other relief portraits of the period; Pierino mastered the rendering of the sitter’s 

soul. The hand of Pierino can be seen in the overall execution as well as in the 

workmanship of the marble. The bust and the head are detached on a neutral 

background; they are sculpted in low relief, with the highest point being the 

stunning knot attaching the cloth around the sitter’s shoulder. The knot is a  

rare and interesting detail found in all’antica portraits as mantles were usually 

attached with a fibula. The knot is reminiscent of the beautiful one sculpted  

by Donatello in his Saint George for Orsanmichele, a statue that any Florentine 

sculptor would have known in the sixteenth century. 

Two securely attributed reliefs by Pierino, the Pisa Restored and Ugolino  

are particularly helpful to compare it with. The delicate way of sculpting the hair 

and the beard, with thick wavy locks that finish in a higher relief, is comparable  

in all these works. The lock slightly falling on the forehead is also comparable  

with that of the Putto of Arezzo (fig. 19).

Fig. 19

Pierino da Vinci, Putto for  

a Fountain, ca. 1546.  

Arezzo, Museo statale d’arte 

medievale e moderna
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The almost architectural bone structure apparent under the skin is remarkable. 

Furthermore, the rendering of the flesh, under which the veins show through (on 

the neck and temple) and the cheeks that begin to loosen, convincingly suggest 

the mature age of the sitter. The wrinkle over the moustache and the glance give 

a strong personality to the portrayed man. With such realism, the sculptor was 

able to bring life to the sitter. 

This relief showing a bearded man is in the same vein as Bandinelli’s self- 

portraits. Yet, the former attribution to the old master can definitely be excluded. 

In particular, the treatment of the marble with its subtle textural finishes differs 

to that of Bandinelli, but is characteristic of Pierino’s sculptures. The marks of 

the chisel can be traced through the locks of hair whilst the surface of the skin  

is comparatively smooth and polished, once again supporting the attribution  

to Pierino da Vinci. 

Although no stand-alone independent portrait by Pierino da Vinci is docu-

mented, a female relief conserved in the Spencer Museum of Art in Lawrence 

(Kansas) is traditionally given to our sculptor (fig. 20). It depicts a beautiful  

allegorical portrait in the trend of Michelangelo’s ideal heads. The name of 

Pierino was first suggested as early as 1941.28 Ulrich Middeldorf in 1976, although 

indicating that ‘a precise attribution would be difficult’, did assign the relief to 

the Florentine school, either to the circle of Michelangelo or to Pierino da Vinci 

and insisted on the stylistic connections with the art of Baccio Bandinelli.29  

Since then, the literature generally agrees in attributing the relief to Pierino.30 

Fig. 20

Attr. to Pierino da Vinci, Portrait of  

a Woman, c. 1550. Lawrence (Kansas),  

Spencer Museum of Art, University of Kansas, 

Gift from the Samuel H. Kress Study  

Collection, 1960.0056

Fig. 21

Stoldo Lorenzi, Portrait of the courtesan 

Francesca Cecchina, c. 1555. Formerly  

London, Heim Gallery



This Portrait of a Woman has long been connected with another marble relief 

formerly in the Gallery Heim in London, the Portrait of the Courtesan Francesca 

Cecchina (fig. 21). The latter is commonly assigned to Pierino’s friend Stoldo 

Lorenzi (ca. 1534–1583) who became Luca Martini’s protégé after Pierino’s death.31 

Like Pierino, Stoldo was accommodated in the Pisan palazzo, where he probably 

stayed from ca. 1555 to 1562. His most notable work for Martini is the marble 

relief representing Cosimo I receiving Tribute from the Towns of Tuscany  

(Norfolk, Holkham Hall, collection Earl of Leicester) and created as a pendant  

to Pierino’s Pisa restored, which Stoldo had completed after Pierino’s passing. 

Lorenzi probably also finished the Tomb of Baldassare Turini in the cathedral  

of Pescia that Pierino da Vinci had started.32 It is possible that the two female 

portrait reliefs were conceived a few years apart, the first one by Pierino and  

the other one, as a derivation following the prototype, by Stoldo. Both sculptors 

show in their Pisan works the inheritance of the very influential Bandinelli, 

however the quality of their sculptures differ. While the art of Pierino is infused 

with softness and lightness, Stoldo’s sculptures are more academic and stiff.  

One seems alive while the other one is more hieratic. 

The Allegorical Portrait of a Woman in the Spencer Museum and the present 

portrait convey realism with the same softness and delicacy, supporting the 

attribution to Pierino. 

Fig. 22

Giorgio Vasari, Cosimo Visits  

the Fortifications of Elba.  

Florence, Palazzo Vecchio
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The sitter

Both Claudio Pizzorusso and Alessandra Giannotti have suggested that this  

relief could be a portrait of Pierino’s beloved patron, Luca Martini.33 Recently, 

Jonathan Nelson confirmed, following his observation of the original marble  

at the Vasari exhibition, the attribution to Pierino da Vinci. He shares the  

belief that the sitter is most likely Luca Martini, based on comparisons of the 

photograph of this portrait and of the Vatican relief.34 

It would be reasonable to think that Pierino realised one independent portrait 

of Luca Martini – besides the representation of the provveditore in the Pisa 

Restored relief – over the five years he lived in his palazzo in Pisa. Luca Martini’s 

interest in the question of Paragone between sculpture and painting must also 

be underlined. In fact, the erudite was closely involved with Benedetto Varchi’s 

famous Due Lezioni, the conference given at the Accademia fiorentina in 1547 

concerning the Paragone. He even helped Varchi obtain letters from Torquato 

Tasso and Niccolò Tribolo and afterwards sent the text of the conference to 

Michelangelo in Rome. In this context, it is fair to assume he commissioned a 

sculpted portrait of himself alongside painted representations.35 Furthermore, 

Pierino’s interest in the Paragone has also been largely demonstrated: his relief  

of Ugolino can be considered as an ‘esthetical manifesto’ in favour of sculpture.36 

Fig. 23

Portrait of Luca Martini, detail of

Pierino da Vinci, Pisa Restored,  

c.1550–1552. Rome, Pinacoteca Vaticana 

Fig. 24 

Detail of Bronzino, Portrait of Luca Martini, 

c.1550–1561. Florence, Galleria Palatina

Detail of Portrait Profile of a Bearded Man, 

Probably Luca Martini
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Fig. 25

Bronzino, Portrait of a Young Man  

in Antique Costume. Hanover,  

Niedersächsisches Landesmuseum

 Luca Martini was portrayed several times in painting, usually in his official 

position as provveditore in Pisa for Duke Cosimo I de’ Medici. 37 Giorgio Vasari 

depicted him in two frescoed tondi decorating the Palazzo Vecchio. In Cosimo I 

Visits the Fortifications of Elba (fig. 22), Luca is represented as the man in the 

 far left with a long beard holding a scroll inscribed ‘Luca Martini Provveditore  

di Pisa’. He is also shown in the background of Cosimo I with His Architects, 

Engineers and Sculptors.

The most famous portrait of Luca Martini is the one painted by his friend 

Agnolo Bronzino (1503–1572) (see fig. 18).38 Bronzino’s painting in the Galleria 

Palatina, dating probably between 1550 and 1561, the year Luca died from 

malaria, shows the provveditore holding a map of the city of Pisa. The portrait  

is an official representation of the high administrative figure but seems to show  

a formal and allegorical reference to Michelangelo’s Moses.39 Again, the complex 

iconography was certainly conceived in collaboration between the painter and  

the sitter who were close friends. Several copies of this portrait were produced 

in Bronzino’s workshop.40 The most remarkable is a bust-length portrait of  

Luca Martini painted on a slate that can be considered as one of the earliest 

surviving examples of this type in Tuscany.41 As underlined by Jonathan Nelson, 

paintings on stone must have held a particular appeal for Luca Martini  

considering his interest in the question of Paragone. The existence of this 

portrait painted on stone strongly supports the hypothesis that Martini, who  

was housing a young sculptor in his own palazzo, would have commissioned  

a sculpted portrait of himself.

The present marble portrait shows strong similarities in the facial features 

with the other portraits, both the painted ones and the sculpted representation 

in the Pisa Restored relief (figs. 23–24). The long wavy beard, the shape of the eyes,  

the intensity of his glance, the forehead slightly bulging, the hollow temples,  

the deep wrinkle connecting the edge of the nose to the moustache are all 

elements that indicate the same sitter. The marble shows here an idealised  

and more intimate portrait. 

Parallels can be drawn between the Portrait of a Young Man in Antique 

Costume attributed to Bronzino (Hanover, Landesgalerie, Niedersächsisches 

Landesmuseum, fig. 25) and the present relief.42 Not only do they have the same 

oval format, in both cases drapery is thrown over the naked torso of the sitters 

and knotted on the shoulder in a rather unusual way, reminiscent of Antique 

busts. By looking at these two works of art together, the question of Paragone  

is once again brought to the discussion.
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(Settignano, 1511–Florence, 1592)

il genio mediceo

Circa 1556

Wax 

Height  31 cm

Width  9.5 cm

Depth  17 cm





Wax models  in 
the Renaissance

Preparatory models in wax or clay, witnesses to the artist’s creative process, 

preserve a spontaneity and an energy that is inevitably diminished in the  

delicately finished work of art. Collectors have been interested in this stage  

since the Renaissance; for example, Giambologna’s patron Bernardo Vecchietti 

owned a number of modelled studies which he displayed in his villa Il Riposo, 

near Florence.1 Despite this, such modelli – particularly those in wax – seldom 

survive, as they were above all tools employed in the final elaboration of the 

work and, in the artist’s view, were not made to be preserved. Some wax models 

disappeared during the casting of a sculpture in bronze via the direct lost wax 

process, while others were destroyed or simply re-modelled by the artist himself. 

Moreover, the fragility of wax, which is sensitive to changes in temperature and 

environment, rarely allows them to be preserved. Thus, although the creation  

of wax modelli was a contemporary and widespread technique in all Florentine 

ateliers during the Renaissance, nearly all of the small wax models produced  

in the sixteenth century have since disappeared.2

Giorgio Vasari, Benvenuto Cellini and Raffaello Borghini have left us with a 

precise description of the fabrication and use of these modelli.3 Sculptors used 

wax as well as clay as much in the study phase, during which they were copying 

and modelling nudes or other sculptures, as they did in the creation of works 

intended for realisation in marble or bronze. Generally, sculptors began by 

modelling one or several small wax studies that allowed them to establish the 

composition of the work. Beeswax was mixed with animal fat to make it more 

malleable; it was then cooled and rolled into slender sticks which were applied 

as needed, from the base up, around a metal or wooden structure. The wax  

was modelled and smoothed with the fingers and with various utensils. This was 

followed by a larger bozzetto and finally by a full-scale modello in terracotta  

or plaster. Wax had several advantages over clay. It could be reworked almost 

infinitely, whereas clay bozzetti had to be covered in wet cloths to prevent them 

from drying out too quickly. Moreover, the suppleness of wax and its internal 

structure allowed the creation of compositions with arms extended in space as  

in the present model, or the one of Perseus by Cellini (fig. 1).

Fig. 1 

Benvenuto Cellini, Perseus, wax.  

Florence, Museo Nazionale del Bargello
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The sculptors of whom Bartolomeo Ammanati was a student or follower – 

Baccio Bandinelli (1493–1560), Jacopo Sansovino (1490–1570) and Michelangelo 

(1475–1564) – are all known for having regularly modelled in wax. Sansovino was 

so skilful at modelling and inventing that he worked up compositions in wax for 

painters. As such, the Deposition of Christ in the Victoria and Albert Museum, 

London (fig. 2), was created by Sansovino in 1510 to serve as the model for an 

altarpiece painted by Perugino.4 Several years later he supplied Andrea del Sarto 

(with whom he shared a workshop in Florence) with models for his celebrated 

Madonna of the Harpies (Galleria Palatina, Florence) and probably also for his 

grisaille fresco cycle in the Compagnia dello Scalzo.5 Michelangelo produced an 

immense number of models, but was in the habit of destroying, almost systema-

tically, his preparatory studies. Thus, in spite of considerable contemporary 

Fig. 2

Jacopo Sansovino, The Descent  

from the Cross, wax.  

London, Victoria and Albert Museum



Fig. 3

Michelangelo Buonarroti,  

Young slave, wax.  

London, Victoria and Albert Museum.
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interest, few wax modelli have survived and those still considered to be  

autograph works are particularly rare. The small study in red wax now in the 

collection of the Victoria and Albert Museum, preparatory for one of the slaves 

on the tomb of Julius II (fig. 3), attests to the extraordinary power and sponta-

neity of the modelling.6 As Charles Avery has noted, Baccio Bandinelli was also 

obsessed with the creation of models. In this way he aspired to attain the great 

Michelangelo’s style and technique, in the hope of eventually surpassing him. 

While numerous drawings by Bandinelli have survived to this day, only two wax 

modelli are still known. Ironically, these waxes are preparatory studies for two 

monumental statues Bandinelli devised to flank and – unsuccessfully – compete 

with the David. The modello kept in the Bode Museum, Berlin, shows an early 

idea (later abandoned) for the colossal statue of Hercules and Cacus (fig. 4) 

which Bandinelli executed in 1530–34 as a pendant to the David;7 the other,  

at the Musée Fabre in Montpellier, is preparatory for the Neptune for the  

fountain on the Piazza della Signoria which Bandinelli started but was  

unable to finish before his death in 1560 (fig. 5).8

Cellini, Tribolo and Giambologna, closer in age to Ammannati, are  

also described in contemporary sources as enthusiastic modellers. The 

Autobiography and treatises of Benvenuto Cellini (1500–1571) abound with  

references to the wax models which he produced for the majority of his works.9 

For him, wax modelli were not only part of the creative process but were also 

intended to be presented to patrons. Indeed, Cellini – trained as a goldsmith – 

produced works of great delicacy which wax better enabled him to achieve than 

did clay. Despite the many wax models executed by the sculptor (many of which 

were mentioned in his post-mortem inventory), only a single one has survived  

to the present day:10 the preparatory modello for the large bronze statue of 

Perseus situated in the Loggia dei Lanzi in the Piazza della Signoria (1545–1554) 

(see above, fig. 1).11 For this work, Cellini also executed a model in bronze of 

similar dimensions to the wax. The wax model in the Bargello, which must have 

been preceded by smaller sketch-models in wax and also perhaps by drawings, 

is an accomplished study of the composition as it was eventually realised. The 

wax was undoubtedly presented to the patron – Cosimo I – in order for him to 

sign off on the project. If the position of the figure is unchanged, a certain 

number of elements were modified en route to the finished bronze sculpture.  

The emaciated body of the wax becomes more muscular and Cellini’s fine  

goldsmith’s details, such as the curls of the hair, the feathers of the wings  

on the helmet, the serpents and the Gorgon’s blood, are developed.
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Fig. 4 

Baccio Bandinelli, Hercules and Cacus, wax. 

Berlin, Skulpturensammlung und Museum  

für Byzantinische Kunst der Staatlichen  

Museen zu Berlin

Fig. 5 

Baccio Bandinelli, Neptune, wax. 

Montpellier, Musée Fabre
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Giambologna (1529–1608) remains the sixteenth-century sculptor with the 

greatest number of surviving wax modelli, although the attribution of certain 

examples is sometimes still questioned.12 Several of the artist’s waxes for  

sculptures in the round and for reliefs are conserved at the Victoria and Albert 

Museum in London, whose collection comprises the most important ensemble of 

Renaissance wax modelli.13 The process of creation of Giambologna’s sculptures 

closely corresponds to that which Vasari described. This working method can be 

illustrated by the example of the marble sculpture representing Florence triumphant 

over Pisa (1565) in the Palazzo Vecchio for which – uniquely – the three preparatory 

stages have survived. A first sketch-model or primo pensiero of 25 cm, modelled 

in red wax around a metal armature, is preserved in the London museum (fig. 6).14 

The small wax, with its elongated proportions, was damaged over the course of 

the centuries, and the right arm and knee are now lost. The second stage is also 

found in the V&A: a bozzetto (as defined by Charles Avery) of intermediary size – 

39 cm – realised in clay.15 The modelling here is more refined and precise and the 

composition closer to that of the finished work. The monumental, final full-scale 

modello (2.6 m) has also, almost miraculously, survived.16

The creation of modelled wax studies was therefore a widespread practice in 

all sculptors’ workshops and Bartolomeo Ammannati was no exception. At least 

one episode from his life, recounted by Filippo Baldinucci,17 bears this out: after 

the death of Bandinelli, which left a gigantic block of unsculpted Carrara marble 

intended for the Piazza della Signoria Neptune, a competition was organised in 

which all the most illustrious sculptors participated, including Benvenuto Cellini 

and Bartolomeo Ammannati. On this occasion, Ammannati presented a small 

wax model to Cosimo I which illustrated what he was thinking of sculpting from 

the existing block; he won the commission.18 Until the discovery of the present 

bozzetto, not a single wax by Ammannati was known. In the seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries, wax did not disappear completely but was nevertheless 

employed far less frequently by sculptors, who likely considered it too fragile. 

Clay modelli had the advantage of being able to be fired (terracotta) which  

made them much more durable, something that better suited collectors.

Fig. 6 

Giambologna, Florence triumphant  

over Pisa, wax. 

London, Victoria and Albert Museum
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Fig. 7

Bartolomeo Ammannati, 

Leda and the Swan, marble. 

Florence, Museo Nazionale 

del Bargello

Bartolomeo Ammannati , 
Sculptor to the Medici 

A sculptor and architect, Bartolomeo Ammannati (1511–1592) is a major figure  

in Italian art of the sixteenth century and one of the most erudite artists of the 

Florentine Renaissance. Up to the mid-1550s, Ammannati travelled and worked 

throughout Italy, taking as models the greatest masters of his time. He then  

definitively returned to Florence, where he first entered the service of Cosimo I, 

then Francesco I de’ Medici.19

Venice, Urbino, Padua, Rome

Born in Settignano to a family of stone carvers, the young Bartolomeo first 

trained in the Academy of Baccio Bandinelli. Between 1529–1535, he travelled to 

Venice where, according to Raffaello Borghini, he seems to have worked in the 

atelier of Jacopo Sansovino. Ammannati’s career as a sculptor really began 

during his first return to Tuscany with a marble lunette for the Pisa cathedral 

and, toward 1536, his Leda, derived from a lost painting by Michelangelo (fig. 7). 

During the same years, he collaborated closely with Giovanni Angelo Montorsoli 

(1507–1563), whom he had known for a long time, and for whom he sculpted  

a statue of St Nazarius for the church of Santa Maria del Parto in Naples. The  

two artists, working in Florence, were strongly influenced by the statues of  

the Medici tombs in San Lorenzo and by the Biblioteca Laurenziana, which 

Michelangelo had left unfinished.



After a brief study trip to Urbino where Ammannati met Gerolamo (c.1476–

1551) and Bartolomeo (1518–1558) Genga, he received a major commission, that 

of the tomb of the soldier Mario Neri, a member of the circle of Alessandro and 

Cosimo de’ Medici, for the church of the Santissima Annunziata in Florence.  

The project soon became the object of a controversy as Neri had died in a  

duel. Never inaugurated and quickly dismantled, today it is partially preserved  

in the Bargello.

Around 1543, disillusioned by this controversy, Ammannati departed again  

for Urbino and then for Venice, to Sansovino, in whose workshop he then played 

a central role. During this sojourn the Florentine worked for the first time on 

bronze sculptures, as Jacopo was occupied, during these exact years, with  

the modelling and casting of the great bronzes for the Loggetta of San Marco. 

Subsequently, Ammannati lived in Padua (1545–46), a guest of the learned 

collector Marco Mantova Benavides (1489–1582). For his patron, the sculptor 

erected a colossal statue of Hercules and a triumphal arch, as well as a splendid 

funerary monument in the Chiesa degli Eremitani.

Far from returning to the Tuscan capital, Bartolomeo next moved to Rome, 

where he remained for almost ten years. He quickly captured the admiration of 

Pope Julius III Del Monte, who solicited his participation in several important 

commissions, including the family chapel in San Pietro in Montorio; he thus 

became one of the most renowned sculptors in the papal city. In Rome he was 

also able to improve his knowledge of the work of Michelangelo, and it was 

there that he became friends with Giorgio Vasari.

Florence and the Medici

Following the death of Julius III in 1555, Bartolomeo settled in Florence where 

Vasari presented him to the duke of Tuscany, Cosimo I de’ Medici, who was  

then half-way through his reign and who was concerned with furthering his 

power and legitimacy through artistic commissions, following in the steps of  

his ancestor Lorenzo il Magnifico. Although not mentioned by biographers, 

Ammannati’s first ducal commission (around 1556) was probably the Genio 

Mediceo under discussion here. Cosimo I next commissioned Ammanati the 

construction of a monumental fountain for the Sala Grande of the Palazzo Pitti, 

composed, according to contemporary sources, of an ensemble of sculptures  

in marble and bronze. It was never erected in the location for which it had been 

intended but was instead installed in the gardens of the Villa in Pratolino.20  

The marble figures are arranged around a rainbow crowned by a seated statue  

Fig. 8

Bartolomeo Ammannati, Mars Gravidus, 

bronze. Florence, Galleria degli Uffizi. 
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Fig. 9

Bartolomeo Ammannati, Hercules 

and Antaeus, bronze. Florence,  

Villa della Petraia

Fig. 10

Bartolomeo Ammannati, Allegory 

of the Apennines, bronze. Florence, 

Villa di Castello 

of Juno. The Mars Gravidus in the Uffizi, executed between 1559–1560, may  

also have been part of the ensemble (fig. 8).21

At the same time, Bartolomeo was also asked to cast two monumental 

bronze sculptures for the decoration of the gardens of the Villa Medici in 

Castello, whose design had been conceived by Niccolò Pericoli, called il Tribolo 

(1500–1550) beginning in 1538 and continuing up to his death.22 Ammannati 

realised the Hercules and Antaeus (fig. 9) in 1559–60 for the top of the great 

fountain sculpted by Tribolo and his pupils (including Pierino da Vinci).23 

Between 1563 and 1565, he created a half-length giant in bronze representing  

the mountains of the Apennines (fig. 10), which was placed in the midst of  

the fishpond.

Today, Ammannati is principally known for the Fountain of Neptune in the 

Piazza della Signoria, a commission he received following Bandinelli’s death  

in 1560. He sculpted a marble statue of Neptune, mounted on a chariot drawn  

by seahorses, then, in the early 1570s, with the help of his workshop, he cast a 
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Fig. 11

Bartolomeo Ammannati, Opi,  

bronze. Florence, Palazzo Vecchio

series of twelve nymphs and fauns in bronze seated on the edge of the basin.  

One of Ammannati’s last sculptures was the delicate Opi (1572–73) (fig. 11), 

commissioned by the Grand Duke Francesco I de’ Medici to adorn his studiolo in 

the Palazzo Vecchio along with other small bronzes. Ammannati then dedicated 

himself primarily to his architectural projects and wrote an architectural treatise 

toward the end of his life. His most notable projects included the enlargement  

of the Palazzo Pitti (1560–77), the new Medici residence, the Ponte alla Trinità 

(1567–70), which had been destroyed by the flooding of the Arno, and various 

palazzi in Florence and Pisa.



The Prepar atory Model  
for the Genius  of  
the  Medici  Bronze

This bozzetto in brown wax was presented for the first time on the occasion of 

the monographic exhibition on Bartolomeo Ammannati organised by the Museo 

Nazionale del Bargello in 2011.24 The statuette represents a youth seated astride 

a baluster; looking down, he raises a ball in one hand and embraces a little 

Capricorn with his right arm. It is a preparatory study for the bronze sculpture  

of The Genius of the Medici (figs. 12, 13) in the Palazzo Pitti, now attributed with 

certainty to Ammannati thanks to Claudio Pizzorusso’s excellent demonstration, 

to which we will return presently.

Figs. 12, 13

Bartolomeo Ammannati, The Genius of  

the Medici, bronze. Florence, Palazzo Pitti, 

Galleria Palatina.



The Genius of the Medici: Attribution and Dating

Because of the attributes of the young ignudo, which make direct reference to 

Cosimo I de’ Medici, in 1909 the bronze sculpture was dubbed ‘The Genius of the 

Medici’, the name by which it is still known.25 The Medicean sphere, long part of 

the arms of the Medici family, also symbolises the association between ‘cosmos’ 

and ‘Cosimo’. The Capricorn, a mythical animal with the head of a goat and the 

tail of a fish, was the symbol of the Roman emperor Augustus and had been 

chosen by Cosmo as his emblem (fig. 14).

The Genius of the Medici of the Palazzo Pitti was attributed in turn to 

Ammannati, Giambologna, Tribolo and even to the anonymous ‘Maestro dei 

bronzi di Pratolino’ before Claudio Pizzorusso provided the indisputable proof of 

its being an autograph work of Bartolomeo Ammannati, datable to shortly before 

1560.26 In his article published in 2003, Pizzorusso brought to light four sonnets  

by Lelio Bonsi (born ca. 1532), an erudite Florentine in the service of the Medici, 

published in 1560 by Laura Battiferri Ammannati (1523–1589), Bartolomeo’s wife, 

in her poetry collection Il primo libro dell’opere toscane (Florence, Giunti, 1560). 

The poetess, originally from Urbino and married to Bartolomeo since 1550, was 

an eminent figure in Florentine intellectual circles. Close to the greatest artists 

and scholars of her time, such as Benedetto Varchi, her portrait was even 

painted by Bronzino, painter to Cosimo I (fig. 15).27
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Fig. 14

Domenico di Polo de’ Vetri, Medal with  

Cosimo I de’ Medici and Capricorn, bronze. 

London, The British Museum

Fig. 15

Agnolo Bronzino, Portrait of Laura  

Battiferri Ammannati.  

Florence, Palazzo Vecchio.
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Ride la dolce imago e tanta spira

gioia ridendo, sì par viva e bella, 

che poco al nome vostro sia quanto ella 

sostiene in man, picciolo Atlante, e mira.

Fin dove puossi, e nobil mastro aspira, 

ch’alla natura esser rival s’appella, 

giunto con marmi sete, e bronzi, in quella 

arte che ‘l mondo sovra l’altre ammira.

Coll’opre vostre si pregiate e tante 

pria  l’étà prisca tutta ed or voi stesso, 

di commune parer, passato avete. 

Non più Fidia o Miron, chi torsi a Lete

cantando cerca, e gire al ver più presso, 

l’Ammannati gentil celebri e cante.

L’Ammannati gentil celebri e cante

chi dal volgo lontano e da’ suoi falli

i più risposti e men segnati calli

entra e sormenta con veloci piante.

Muovi, e quanti hai carmi leggiadri e quante

prose onorate, eterno Varchi, dalli

sacri d’Apollo, e liquidi cristalli

spendi in lui sempre a tutti gli altri innante;

e di’, poi che a te sol conviensi, e solo, 

nuovo Maron, nuovo Arpinate puoi

e sol n’è degna la bell’opera e ‘l vale:

ch’a questo non fu par, né sia tra noi

bronzo, che ride e spira aura vitale, 

e guarda, e regge l’uno e l’altro polo.

E guarda, e regge l’uno e l’altro polo 

colla sinistra, e colla destra mano

il celeste animal, ch ‘l re toscano

fece seco, nascendo in terra solo.

Il vivo bronzo, anzi fanciul che solo, 

perch’opra è di tuo ingegno alto e sovrano, 

non muove e parla e con sembiante umano

pur dice: -Ite a me lungi affano e duolo.

Ben sei mastro, e tuo merto e tua fortuna

felice, ch’opri alla natura pare, 

e donna avesti che nel mondo è una.

Secco Ippocrene e morta in ver saria

scultura, se sì bello e nobil pare, 

non fosse in questa età sì vile e ria.

Non fosse in questa età sì vile e ria

vostra onorata mano e ‘ngegno altero, 

che ‘n chiari marmi e ‘n vivi bronzi il vero

di natura e coll’arte or finge, or cria.

Non fossero i bei carmi e l’armonia

degna del ciel, ch’a lui n’apre il sentiero, 

della, ch’a voi stelle benigne diero, 

onesta e saggia e dolce compagnia.

Chi con incude mai, né con martello

far più d’altra potria longeva e adorna 

del gran Duce toscan l’altera reggia?

Chi lui, che Flora e ‘l secol nostro adorna, 

rendere eterno a questo clima e a quello, 

se Voi, coppia gentil, nessun pareggia.

Bonsi’s sonnets, dedicated to Bartolomeo Ammannati and conceived as a  

suite, clearly eulogise the bronze and its sculptor.28 The poet praised this figure 

of a ‘little Atlas’, laughing and jubilant, holding ‘the globe in his left hand, and  

in his right hand the celestial animal that the king of Tuscany has made his  

own’. As Victoria Kirkham and Claudio Pizzorusso have suggested, the spouses  

collaborated and helped each other in the creation of their works; no doubt it 

was the poetess who inspired the sculptor in the invention of the little Genius.29
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Fig. 16

The Genius of the Medici used  

as a fountain, from Inigo Triggs,  

The Art of Garden Design in Italy, 

London, 1906, p. 74.

The bronze Genius of the Medici had been conceived as a fountain, the  

water spouting from the ball and one of the grotesque masks positioned on  

the baluster. It was probably destined for the Palazzo Vecchio, much like the 

monumental marble fountain in the Sala Grande; Claudio Pizzorusso has 

proposed an identification with the fountain documented near the apartments  

of Cosimo I, which was being installed in 1557, and which may permit a more 

precise dating of the wax modello and the bronze sculpture to 1556–1557.30 In 

1906, Inigo Triggs indicated in his work on Italian gardens, with a supporting 

drawing, that the small fountain came from the Boboli Gardens (where it might 

have been relocated at another time) and that it was still in working order at  

the Palazzo Pitti (fig. 16).31

Wax Model versus Bronze Cast

The modellino in wax measures 31 cm high, thus approximately ‘un mezzo 

braccio’ as recommended by Giorgio Vasari in his introduction to sculpture.32  

The similarities between this piece and the bronze Genius are so obvious that  

it would appear to be not a first pensiero but rather a presentation model, 

probably shown to Cosimo I in order for him to sign off on the commission, 

following the example of Cellini’s wax Perseus (fig. 1 above). Before arriving  

at this wax model, Ammannati no doubt developed the composition of the 

Genius of the Medici with the aid of drawings and other modelled sketches  

which have not survived.33 As the final work in bronze is not a monumental  

sculpture (it measures 1.3 m), it is, on the other hand, unlikely that Ammannati 

realised another intermediary modello in wax or clay, as Giambologna generally 

did. The sculptor then created the full-scale model which would be used for  

the lost-wax cast and which would have included all the details still missing  

from the present wax.

A certain number of minor variations, necessary in the transition from 

modello to final work – which is four times larger – can be observed. Some of 

these transformations are due to the natural evolution of the composition in its 

creator’s mind, such as the position of the left foot which is almost lifted in the 

wax (fig. 17) but which rests on the plinth in the bronze, or even the change of  

the left arm (fig. 18). As Francesco Caglioti has shown, the modification of the 

position of the left arm, extended in the wax, more flexed in the bronze, is not 

due to later restoration because the metallic structure in the interior of the arm 

has not been altered.34 Ammannati himself must have changed the angle of the 

arm when he executed the full-scale model used for the casting of the bronze.



Fig. 17

Comparative details of the left foot

Fig. 18

Comparative details of the left arm

As a preparatory work, the wax – whose modelling displays a dynamism 

unique to such studies – does not yet possess all the details later added to the 

final sculpture. Thus the baluster, whose forms are more simply sketched in wax, 

is transformed in the bronze into a veritable piece of Mannerist ornament. The 

capricorn’s coat and the youth’s hair, depicted with the help of small pieces of 

wax, are later skilfully modelled and chiselled in order to precisely differentiate 

each hair (figs. 19, 20).
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Fig. 19

Comparative details of the boy’s hair

Fig. 20

Comparative details of the Capricorn’s fur
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Although the modello and the bronze are very close in terms of composition, 

the subtle evolution of the modelling and the pose have resulted in two slightly 

different impressions. The young Genius in wax seems to have been captured  

in the midst of movement, while the bronze figure is seated on the baluster in  

a manner that is more stable, but no less Mannerist. The physiognomy and 

anatomy of the two figures also differ. In the wax, the pronounced musculature  

of the torso and the slim, vigorous legs are those of a young man in the prime of 

life. The bronze Genius, however, has more childlike legs and a face still retaining 

traces of babyhood and topped with long curls, giving him the air of a young  

boy of about ten years.35 Overall, the composition of the wax is more energetic 

and dynamic, with a liveliness of modelling peculiar to sketches. This energy is 

diminished in the finished bronze, which is a more subdued and balanced work.

The Genio Mediceo in context

With his Genius, Ammannati paid homage to his master Jacopo Sansovino.  

From the Bartolini Bacchus (fig. 21), sculpted in marble in the 1510s, Ammannati 

borrowed the arm stretched toward the heavens and the mischievous smile that 

reveals the teeth. Sansovino’s marble, given to Cosimo I by the Bartolini family 

around 1550, was installed in the Duke’s apartments in the Palazzo Vecchio; the 

parallel between the Bacchus and Genius of the Medici when situated in the 

same location thus becomes particularly explicit. As Claudio Pizzorusso has 

noted, the influence of Niccolò Tribolo, whom Ammannati must have known 

personally in his youth, is just as striking. Moreover, Bartolomeo had a deep 

knowledge of Tribolo’s work, since he himself executed the bronze Hercules  

and Antaeus for the fountain sculpted by Tribolo and his assistants. Thus, it  

was Tribolo’s work (see for instance Tribolo’s oil lamp in the Kunsthistorisches 

Museum, Vienna, fig. 22) that inspired the grotesque mascarons on the baluster 

and the surprising idea of sublimating the sculptural material and endowing the 

decorative elements with a sense of life, so much so that one of these masks 

appears to be crushed by the young ignudo’s foot.36

The Genius is positioned at the heart of Ammannati’s career and only just 

anticipates the period in which the sculptor’s reputation reached its acme, when 

in 1560 he obtained the commission for the Fountain of Neptune. It was during 

these same years that Ammannati completed the casting of his most celebrated 

bronzes, Hercules and Antaeus and Mars Gravidus (see above, figs. 8, 9), sculp-

tures which are, moreover, both mentioned in the verses published by Laura 

Battiferri.37 In 1563, Ammannati also successfully cast the immense Allegory of 
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Fig. 21

Jacopo Sansovino, Bacchus  

Bartolini, marble.  

Florence, Museo Nazionale  

del Bargello

Fig. 22

Niccolò Tribolo, Satyr, bronze. 

Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, 

Kunstkammer, 5917
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Fig. 23

Bartolomeo Ammannati, Tomb of 

Marco Mantova Benavides (detail), 

marble. Padua, Chiesa degli Eremiti

Fig. 24

Bartolomeo Ammannati, Faun, 

bronze. Florence, Fountain of  

Neptune. 

the Apennines of Castello (see above, fig. 10), thus demonstrating his mastery  

in the art of casting at a date when Giambologna had yet to achieve fame.

We can sense the stylistic foreshadowing of the Genius of the Medici in two  

of Ammannati’s earlier works. The young boy is a reworking of a figure created 

some ten years previously for the top of the tomb of Marco Mantova Benavides  

in Padua (1545–45) (fig. 23). It also recalls the sculpted putti in the Del Monte 

chapel in San Pietro in Motorio in Rome.

The final bronze of the Genius of the Medici can be considered a legacy of 

Ammannati’s youth with its references to Jacopo Sansovino and to Niccolò 

Tribolo, the conclusion of the sculptor’s early maturity. On the other hand, with 

its tension and the dynamism of its elongated forms, the wax bozzetto heralds 

Ammannati’s late style. We can already glimpse the monumental statues of 

fauns and nymphs posed on the edge of the Fountain of Neptune (1572–75) 

(fig. 24). The long face, with its straight, delicate nose and thin lips, also recalls 

the bronzetto of the goddess Opi (see above, fig. 11).



Technique and state  of 
conservation of  the wax

Technical analyses and X-rays of the small wax model have reinforced the 

impression of the spontaneity of the work. The figure was modelled in a  

substance composed of beeswax with a low melting point, mixed with more 

heat-resistant vegetal substances (including, among others, colophony and 

resin). Some mineral particles complete this waxen mass.

According to the tradition described by Giorgio Vasari, the wax was modelled 

around a metallic structure clearly visible in the X-rays (figs. 25, 26). This metal 

skeleton, necessary for the stability of the sculpture, is composed of several 

elements.38 A long central pivot passes through the centre of the baluster and 

protrudes slightly at the base, which allowed it to be connected with the old 
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Figs. 25, 26

X-rays of the wax model



wooden base (today replaced with a modern pedestal secured with the aid  

of an additional screw). From this pivot emerge various more or less mixed 

metallic wires constituting the young man’s skeleton: a double wire composes 

the structure of the legs, the neck and the head, while numerous other wires are 

entangled in the torso. The arms, which are more delicate, contain only one wire 

each. The raised left arm, following earlier damage, was restored and reinforced 

with the help of a small pivot at the level of the elbow, but the wire which runs 

from the torso to the hand holding the ball has not been altered (fig. 27).

As Francesco Caglioti pointed out on the occasion of the 2011 Bargello  

exhibition, the modello’s state of conservation is particularly good, especially if 

compared to the other rare waxes of the same period. Aside from the left arm, 

restored at the level of the humerus, one must also mention the loss of the left 

foot and various small fractures at the level of the pelvis, in the right shoulder 

and in the neck, some of which have been filled in, while others remain visible.  

The damaged areas only reinforce the sense of wonder one feels at the  

preservation of such a fragile sculpture in the face of the ravages of time.
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Fig. 27

The model under  

UV fluorescence
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The statuette of Saint George in classical armour, sitting on a stool while  

coquettishly teasing a small, pet-like dragon is not an entirely unknown work of 

art. It belonged to the eminent American philanthropist and collector Arthur M. 

Sackler (1913–1987) who shortly before his death decided to start a major collection 

of Renaissance and later bronzes, similar to his celebrated collection of terracottas.1 

With this bronze Sackler had acquired a piece that certainly would have done 

honour to his intentions, but he was unfortunately never able to enjoy it. 

The figure seems to be a second cast of a documented work by Nicolò 

Roccatagliata (1560–1629),2 which is still in the church for which it was made,  

San Giorgio Maggiore in Venice. The artist received the commission to execute  

a Saint George as well as a companion Saint Stephen on January 31, 1594.3 Both 

statuettes were executed by 15954 and today sit on a marble balustrade behind  

the high altar that leads to the choir for the monks. 

What Dr Sackler had acquired was thus another cast of one of these small  

sculptures for San Giorgio Maggiore. However, due to the untimely demise of  

the collector the exciting bronze spent the next years in storage and oblivion.  

It reappeared as one lot of many at the Sotheby’s sale of the Sackler Collection 

where it was cautiously called ‘after Nicolò Roccatagliata,’ without specifying 

when the cast could actually have been made. It was generally assumed – and  

I am embarrassed to say that I was of this opinion, too 5 – that the Sackler Saint 

George could only be a later cast (by later meaning, without having to say so,  

the 19th century). Somehow, the Sackler Saint George seemed too good to be 

true and in such circumstances it can happen that perfectly fine works of art that  

do not seem to be fitting into existing notions are dismissed too quickly. In the 

meantime I had the opportunity to study the figure carefully and came to the 

conclusion that it is not only a genuine piece but also a very important one that  

has the potential to make us see some aspects of Venetian bronzes in a new light. 

In a case such as this, the first thing to do is a thorough comparison of the 

non-documented work with the documented one. In our instance this exercise 

demonstrates that the composition and size of both Saint George figures are more  

or less identical. Where there are divergences they are minor and reveal what 

actually might be considered flaws in the statuette in Venice. There is, for example,  

a tassel missing from the flaps connecting the Saint’s cuirass with his leather- 

strip-skirt (in the centre front, between his legs) that is, however, present in the 

Sackler Saint George. The proper left foot of the saint, which is positioned in such  

a way that the toes are protruding over the socle, features the sole of the boot in  

the Sackler version, but is unsupported in San Giorgio Maggiore. The element  

that differs the most is the dragon. While the tip of the coiling tail of the Sackler 

dragon is unlike its Venetian counterpart perfectly rendered, the beast lacks  

A second Saint George 
by Nicolò Ro cc atagliata
claudia Kryza-Gersch



Fig. 1 

Nicolò Roccatagliata,  

Saint George and the Dragon

San Giorgio Maggiore, Venice

the incised scales of the latter and has a smooth skin. The dragon was – not 

surprisingly – in both cases cast separately and attached to the socle with screws. 

These devices are not very well disguised in San Giorgio Maggiore, where even  

the wings of the small monster were done individually. The dragon of the Sackler  

Saint George appears to be – like the entire figure – a much more carefully 

executed cast. Every detail that did not come out perfectly in the statuette in 

Venice was corrected in this replica, which is modelled and chased with great 

virtuosity. The congruent measurements of the figure in Venice and the Sackler 

Saint George exclude furthermore that the latter is an after-cast, i.e. a cast  

made from a new mould taken from an existing bronze. Since bronze shrinks 

when it cools, after-casts are about five per cent smaller than the original.6  

It appears instead that the Sackler Saint George is a genuine replica, cast from 

the same mould as the figure in San Giorgio Maggiore.7

The extraordinary quality of the Sackler Saint George became somehow also 

its drawback. Its crisp appearance seems to have little in common with a typical 

Venetian bronze, which is characterised by a black and often rough surface. This 

distinctive appearance of Venetian bronzes is due to something which is not so 

much a patina but rather a sort of protective coating, consisting of a drying oil like 

walnut or linseed, sometimes cooked down with pine pitch, and a pigment based 

on carbon such as soot.8 The aesthetic effect of this opaque finish is quite a different 

one from that of the translucent, lacquer-like varnishes of Florentine bronzes from 

the Giambologna school, but they made a lot of sense in the moist and saline  



air of the lagoon city. Over time the appearance of every patina changes. 

Climatic conditions, lack of care, frequent handling, too much cleaning, 

touching-up or even re-patination transform the appearance of bronzes in very 

different ways. In the case of the statuettes by Roccatagliata in San Giorgio 

Maggiore the typical ‘black paint patina’ of Venice has turned over the centuries 

into a flaky crust. The Sackler Saint George looks quite different in this regard. 

Although one can never know for sure, it seems that it was stripped at some point 

of the black paint coating – if it ever had one – and developed instead a sort of 

natural patina.9 However, fundamentally the two casts of Saint George must have 

looked once very similar. The statuette in Venice features a spot on the Saint’s 

proper left calf where the patina has flaked off and where one can see how the 

bronze looks underneath it, and this is very close to the appearance of the 

Sackler Saint George today. 

The statuettes by Roccatagliata in San Giorgio Maggiore are placed on a very 

exposed position for they can be touched easily by everybody walking up the few 

steps to the choir. It is fairly safe to presume that they were frequently cleaned 

and probably not always too gently, which in turn necessitated an occasional 

fresh coat of wax as a quick fix, which made residues of dirt even more tenacious. 

Although the Saint George in Venice is an obvious comparison in regard to the 

Sackler statuette, it is perhaps not an entirely reliable source for the actual ‘look’ 

of a Roccatagliata bronze. When comparing the Sackler Saint George instead 

with a work like Roccatagliata’s signed Madonna in the Musée National de la 

Renaissance in Ecouen, one can see that the typical Venetian patina does not 

always have to be such a thick and flaky affair. When looking at such a statuette 

– the Madonna measures 93 cm and is thus not exactly a small bronze – one 

realises furthermore that Roccatagliata was a much more able and serious 

sculptor than one would deduct from the countless putti and utensils like  

candelabra or firedogs attributed to him since Planiscig dubbed him ‘the Master  

of the putto’.10 

However, it is clear that Nicolò and his son Sebastiano – called in the  

documents Sebastian or Bastian Nicolini – headed a very busy workshop and 

co-operated with many different experts for the casting of their bronzes.11 One still 

tends to underestimate the implications of such an operation. Producing a bronze 

sculpture involves not only foundry men who know how to melt alloy and when to 

pour it how quickly into the mould, but also people who create the moulds as well 

as the inter-models. While in the Giambologna workshop, which has become in our 

imagination a sort of the golden standard in the production of small bronzes, all 

these steps seem to have been undertaken under a tightly run regime. In Venice – 

or at least in the Roccatagliata workshop – this does not seem to have been the 

Fig. 2 

Nicolò Roccatagliata, Virgin and Child,  

Ecouen, Musée de la Renaissance
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case. While the stylistic characteristics of a Roccatagliata model are usually  

easy to spot, the appearance of these bronzes can be quite different, according  

not only to the importance of the commission, but also to the craftsmen who  

were employed. When considering all these points it becomes evident that  

there is no reason to doubt the authenticity of the Sackler Saint George, which 

can convey perhaps even better than the casts in San Giorgio Maggiore the 

beauty of Roccatagliata’s original model. It is thus not surprising that also the 

technical examination of the Sackler Saint George confirms that it was made in 

Venice around 1600. Both the figure’s low-leaded alloy and the type and percentage 

of impurities that can be found in it point to the possibility that a Turkish canon was 

used for obtaining the metal, something which happened often in the Lagoon City.12 

We are faced thus with the fact that Roccatagliata produced two casts of his 

model of Saint George and the Dragon. That is by itself not an unusual procedure 

at all, since making replicas of successful models was the business of the day. 

However, in the case of the Saint George, which was made specifically and on 

order for San Giorgio Maggiore, the questions arise, why, when and for whom did 

Roccatagliata make this replica? San Giorgio Maggiore is a very important 

Venetian church, the spiritual centre of a big monastery of the Benedictine order 

that had owned the entire homonymous island since the 10th century. It is also  

a church that is closely connected to the complicated representational ceremonies 

of the Republic, for it was visited solemnly by the doge and his entourage on Boxing 

Day, the feast of Saint Stephen, the second saint to which the church is dedicated.  
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It seems therefore doubtful that an artist who had the honour to execute a work  

of art for such a place could simply reproduce it and sell it at his whim. When he 

fulfils the commission, he would, of course, assure that his master-model would be 

preserved in case of unsuccessful casting, but he very probably would not intend 

this composition for his usual line of reproduction in his shop. 

The commission to execute the statuettes of Saint George and Saint Stephen 

for San Giorgio Maggiore seems to have been – at least according to the surviving 

documents – the first which Nicolò Roccatagliata received in Venice. The sculptor 

actually came from Genoa, where he also had received his first training in the 

workshop of the silversmith Agostino Groppo.13 Since it is reported by his first 

biographer, Soprani, that Nicolò made little models for Tintoretto,14 who died  

in 1596, one may assume that the sculptor’s arrival in Venice took place during 

the late 1580s. In these years Venice knew with artists like Alessandro Vittoria 

(1525–1608), Girolamo Campagna (1549–1625) and Tiziano Aspetti (1559–1606)  

no shortage of talented sculptors, but these masters were mostly interested in 

working in marble and on a large scale. There was thus open a niche for a sculptor 

who was good in modelling figures of a more intimate scale and who knew how  

to cooperate with foundry men – both skills he would have learned through his  

training with a silversmith. Eventually Roccatagliata would make the production  

of small bronzes – in particular for the use in churches – his specialty, but how he 
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obtained the commission for San Giorgio Maggiore, which apparently triggered  

his successful career in Venice, is a mystery. One possibility for explaining 

Roccatagliata’s initial success in Venice is the presence of a powerful protector.  

Who that might have been is entirely subject to conjecture. Into this informational 

vacuum the name of the vendor of the Sackler Saint George bursts therefore like 

a flame of hope, for Count Alvise Giustiniani (1909–???)15 descended from an old 

and illustrious family which had provided Venice not only with two doges, but also 

with its first Patriarch, Saint Lorenzo Giustiniani.16 Via him and other members of 

the family such as the Blessed Nicolò Giustiniani, a Benedictine monk, the ties of 

the family with this order were strong and so it is at least theoretically possible 

that a member of the family, who after all also had a branch in Genoa, had been 

in a position to recommend an artist to the monks of San Giorgio Maggiore. Since 

Roccatagliata and his son received a series of other commissions for San Giorgio 

Maggiore in Venice as well as for the Benedictine church of San Giorgio in Braida  

in Verona,17 it appears that the relationship with the order was a good one. The 

monks therefore would have been grateful to the person to whom they owed him – 

and might have given him another cast of Roccatagliata’s Saint George out of 

gratitude. If this was the case, such a cast would probably have been executed  

in a manner fit for close inspection, since it would have been more a collector’s 

item than a piece of decoration in a huge church. Perhaps even the kind of 

surface treatment would have been a different one, since the figure would be 

less exposed. If this theory is correct, it is furthermore likely that the execution  

of the replica happened not at the same time that the Saint George for San 

Giorgio Maggiore was made, but rather later, when Roccatagliata had proved 

himself to the order. 

In the context of the possible use of a Turkish cannon for the cast of the 

Sackler Saint George it should be pointed out that in 1594 procurator Alvise 

Giustiniani18 held the office of Provveditore sopra le Artiglierie19 which means that 

he was in charge not only of maintaining the Venetian artillery but also of the 

state foundries of the Arsenal. This opens the way to an alternative possibility – 

perhaps this Giustiniani helped the Benedictine fathers of San Giorgio Maggiore in 

obtaining the metal for executing the many sculptures made of bronze that went 

into their church.20 All these bits and pieces of enticing information do need, of 

course, further study and verification, but it is worth mentioning them neverthe-

less since they demonstrate that there are scenarios which make the existence  

of a second cast of Roccatagliata’s Saint George perfectly plausible. Sooner or 

later the open questions surrounding its creation will be enlightened by new 

archival discoveries. For the moment one can state in any case that the Sackler 

Saint George is an important addition not only to the oeuvre of Nicolò 

Roccatagliata but also to the history of Venetian bronzes in general. 
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GABRIEL  GRUPELLO .  VENUS
léon e.  lock

Grupello was the son of an Italian cavalry leader based at Geraardsbergen 

and a local lady, Cornelia Delinck. At 14 he became an apprentice in 

Antwerp with the Quellin dynasty (Artus I and Artus II). After his apprentice-

ship he seems to have returned home, where several monumental wooden 

sculptures survive, before embarking on a study trip to Paris and Versailles 

(according to Sandrart’s eulogy of 1683). He then returned homewards  

by 1671, settling in the court city of Brussels, where in 1673 he became 

master in the guild of the Vier Gekroonde (‘the four crowned heads’).  

In February 1688 he was appointed court sculptor to Charles II of Spain.  

He subsequently worked for William of Orange at Het Loo in 1689–90,  

that was visited by Kurfürst Johann Wilhelm von der Pfalz, the Palatine 

Elector, in 1692. On 3 May 1695 Grupello was appointed Churfürstlicher 

Statuarius to Johann Wilhelm at his court in Düsseldorf.

Grupello was married there in 1698 to Maria Anna, daughter of the  

court lawyer Caspar Dautzenberg. Five days after the death of Johann 

Wilhelm in 1716, an inventory was drawn up of 121 works there by  

Grupello, property of Johann Wilhelm. These included unfired clay  

models, many of which were compositions created for the Neue Residenz  

in Düsseldorf.

In 1719 Grupello returned to Brussels and there became court sculptor 

to the Holy Roman Emperor Charles VI. Upon the marriage of his daughter 

Aldegunde in 1725, Grupello retired at Erenstein where his son-in-law  

had inherited the castle.

Venus stands nude, only with a cache-sexe frond composed of  

small leaves on a horizontal branch, identical to the one on her former 

companion Paris (today in the Germanisches Nationalmuseum Nürnberg) 

(fig. 1). Her hair is held back as in an informal chignon by a ribbon around 

her forehead. Her eyes purposefully remain without expression, not only 

conforming to classical tradition, but also to stress her bodily beauty, 

which was going to make her win the beauty contest judged by Paris. 

Besides her stands Cupid, ready to fire an arrow, while subtly being held 

back by Venus who elegantly holds a drapery around his arm and back, 

disappearing in aquatic plants, that also forms a discreet support for  

both statues, while suggesting that the little base is merely a surface  

of water.

Constantijn Huygens visited Grupello’s workshop in Brussels on  

22 September 1693, where he noted the three statues that were to form  

The Judgement of Paris: Paris, Venus and Juno (Minerva was never executed).
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This means that Paris and Venus are amongst the few surviving  

statues of Grupello’s time at the Brussels court, before his departure to 

Düsseldorf in 1695, where he took these three sculptures (Juno is now lost). 

It seems that Grupello did not manage to finish the series for its initial 

patron – and inversely he had no apparent need to get payment for it,  

as they remained in his possession until his death. At the time of Johann 

Wilhelm’s death in 1716, Grupello’s work at Düsseldorf was automatically 

considered the possession of the Kurfürst, even unfinished, and inventoried 

as such in 1716 upon his death. In the inventory, the statues were specifically 

noted to come from Brussels, and therefore to be the personal possession 

of Grupello. Probably to avoid another costly transport, back to Brussels, 

Grupello had the statues stored at the Carmelite Convent of Düsseldorf, 

which was led by one of his daughters. The sculptures remained there  

at least until 1805, when they were recorded there in a description of 

Düsseldorf published that year. The last reference to them in the nineteenth- 

century was in 1834 when the three statues were noted at Schloss Jägerhof, 

Düsseldorf. In the twentieth century they reappeared in the collection of 

the Réthoré brothers at the château de la Mercerie at Magnac-Lavalette-

Villars, Charente, France, the so-called ‘Versailles charentais’ built  

between 1947 and 1970 and extensively and luxuriously furnished by them. 

On their death, their heir sold the contents of the house at Angoulème. 

Subsequently, in 2002, the statue of Paris was acquired by the 

Germanisches Nationalmuseum, Nürnberg.

Thus, Venus is not part of the huge number of later works by Grupello, 

that he executed for Johann Wilhelm von der Pfalz in the twenty or so  

years he worked for him. In the more than two decades before his move to 

Düsseldorf, Grupello must have produced substantially more than the few 

sculptures that survive today. These include two 1670/71 life-size statues  

of Narcissus and Diana (figs 2 and 3) for the garden of the Tour et Tassis 

Palace in Brussels (today in the Royal Museums of Fine-Arts of Belgium, 

Brussels) and the only slightly later works for the same patron, Count 

Lamoral de la Tour et Tassis, at his funerary chapel in the Notre-Dame du 

Sablon church: two seated personnifications of virtues, Faith and Hope  

(fig. 4), and two torch-bearing putti (in situ).

 In 1689/90, only three years before Huygens’ 1693 visit to Brussels, 

Grupello delivered several sculptures for the garden of the new palace of 

Het Loo at Apeldoorn, built for King William III of Great Britain: a marble 

statue of Venus and a series of models of tritons for execution in lead. 
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F ig .  1

Gabriel Grupello 

Paris, 1675–93 

Marble

(Germanisch Nationalmuseum,  

Nuremberg, inv. nr. Pl.O. 3356)



F ig .  2

Gabriel Grupello, Narcissus,  

1670–71 (Royal Museum of Fine Arts 

of Belgium, Brussels, inv. 2729)

F ig.  3

Gabriel Grupello, Diana, 1670–71  

(Royal Museum of Fine Arts of  

Belgium, Brussels, inv. 3468) 

F ig.  4

Gabriel Grupello,  Hope, 1675–1677  

(Notre-Dame du Sablon, Brussels) 

These were most probably associated in the Venus fountain, that on the 

axis of the garden (as illustrated in the etching by Romeyn de Hooghe  

(fig. 5) – not as in the late 1970s reconstruction, that includes a cast  

from a Venus by Gaspar Marsy from Versailles, that Grupello would not 

have been able to see, as it was carved by Marsy in about 1674–80,  

i.e. after Grupello’s visit to Paris and Versailles). Grupello’s Venus for  

Het Loo similarly has the putto figure of Cupid on her left. 

Grupello also designed (but only partially executed before his  

departure to Düsseldorf) the tomb monument to Archbishop Alphonse de 

Berghes in the cathedral of Mechelen. A further rare record of a sculpture, 

most probably from Grupello’s first Brussels period, is the reference from 

Philippe Baert which mentions a marble statue of Mars in the possession  

of ‘M. le Comte de Cuypers’ in the 1780s and which was subsequently  

sold at auction in 1802 (and now lost).

Another such reference is the marble statue of Mercury by Grupello 

which the Austrian governor of the Southern Netherlands, Charles de 

Lorraine, bought in 1768 for the substantial sum of 2000 guilders and  

that was sold for the same price at the auction of his estate in 1781.

The choice of marble for Grupello’s Venus, white with some grey veins, 

that Grupello’s daughter later described as Venetian, rather than from 

Carrara, may have been prompted by conditions of war in the late  

seventeenth century in the Southern Netherlands, which frequently 

blocked transport via the waterways.
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F ig .  5

Romeyn de Hooghe, Etching of an 

aspect of the Palace of Het Loo and 

gardens, Apeldoorn, 1689/1691

F ig.  6

Nicolaas Millich, Apollo, Minerva  

and Muses, (Palace of Drottningholm, 

Sweden)



With this in mind, it is unlikely that this less homogenous marble  

would have been conceived for outside use, such as in a garden  

(including Het Loo). A more plausible placing would have been in the  

main hall or on a state staircase of a palace or country house. The latter 

can be illustrated with the sumptuous example of the Swedish royal 

country house of Drottningholm (fig. 6). There life-size marble statues  

of the nine muses, Apollo and Minerva by the Antwerp-trained Nicolaas 

Millich are prominently displayed on the ballustrades and in niches.

Another example of inside use of profane monumental marble  

sculpture is with Grupello’s important patron, Count Lamoral de la Tour et 

Tassis, who commissioned Jérôme Duquesnoy a statue of Minerva, originally 

executed for the Brussels palace and now in the state staircase of the  

nineteenth-century palace of Fürst von Thurn und Taxis at Regensburg (D), 

through a fidei-commis instituted by Lamoral in his will, to make the statue 

part of the unsellable family heirloom that told the family’s glorious story.

Although it remains pure speculation who might have commissioned   

a monumental group of four life-size statues, representing The Judgement  

of Paris, such a patron must be sought in the immediate circle of the Tour 

et Tassis and William III. And who knows, maybe the patron was himself  

in a position of having to choose a future wife between different beautiful 

young candidates. . . As such, Venus would have been particularly well 

suited to the private sphere of a country house interior, rather than a city 

palace with overtones of dynastic display, thereby signifying the triumph  

of love over war. The provocative nudity of Grupello’s statues of Paris and 

Venus, followed later by his Minerva-Pictura at Schwetzingen (fig. 7),  

must be placed in the context of patronage given above, as otherwise  

such nudity is quite unusual in Flemish sculpture of the seventeenth century.  

It will no doubt also be related to the suggestive nudity of Jérôme Duquesnoy’s 

Regensburg Minerva that stands in stark contrast to the much more chaste 

Minerva by Artus I Quellin, a present by the city of Amsterdam to Johann 

Maurits von Nassau-Siegen for his garden at Kleve in 1660. 

As Frank Matthias Kammel writes about the Paris acquired by the 

Germanisches Nationalmuseum in Nürnberg, Grupello’s Judgement  

of Paris statues are part of the artist’s first period of maturity, that  

was to develop further during his time in Düsseldorf (particularly as  

to portraiture). Venus is also an extremely rare and fine survival of a 

country house decoration for a member of the highest nobility in the  

Low Countries still to be rediscovered, even though the statue is fully  

documented from immediately after its creation.

F ig.  7

Gabriel Grupello, Minerva Pictura 

(Schwetzinger Schlossgarten) 
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conceived for the Parisian  Salon of 1765, La Famille de Darius is  

arguably the finest achievement of Jacques-François Amand, whose career  

was cut short by a premature death, but whose work was nonetheless  

prized by some of the most important patrons of his age. The firm attribution  

to Amand was first made in 1984 by Jean-François Méjanès, the now deceased 

former chief curator for the Département des Arts Graphiques at the Louvre.  

Until now, the early history of the present painting had remained shrouded  

in mystery; the French philosopher and art critic Denis Diderot had failed to 

locate it at the Salon, although its presence had been announced in the printed 

catalogue; “J’ai beaucoup cherché votre Famille de Darius,” writes the critic,  

“sans pouvoir la découvrir, ni personne qui l’eût découverte.” (Salons, n. 166).  

In fact, as revealed by printed receipts, La Famille de Darius had already been 

purchased by the agents of king Frederick the Great, and was soon to find  

its way into the Prussian royal collections. 

Situated between peinture d’histoire and mythologie galante, La Famille de 

Darius looks back to the French Classicism of the previous century at a moment 

in time when the Rococo output of Jean-Honoré Fragonard and others coincided 

with the first intimations of Neoclassicism. Notable precedents by artists such as 

Paolo Veronese, Sebastiano Ricci and Charles Le Brun had heralded the subject 

selected by Amand, whose tonalities and overall composition were clearly in 

turn influenced by the legacy of Nicolas Poussin and his followers.

The well-known episode depicted in the present painting is narrated in a 

variety of late Classical sources:1 after the Battle of Issus, in Southern Anatolia 

(333 bc), Alexander the Great visits the captive family of the vanquished and 

fugitive Persian king Darius III. A member of the Académie, Amand knew and 

would have carefully studied Le Brun’s vast canvas, The Queen of Persia at the 

Feet of Alexander, in the Château de Versailles (1660–61).2 Nonetheless, he 

resolved to distribute his figures so that the emphasis is given to the graceful 

curtsy gesture of Queen Sisygambis, Darius’s mother – distinguished by her  

royal attire and grey hair. The queen mistakes Hephaestion, the Madeconian 

nobleman and “by far the dearest of all the king’s friends”3 for Alexander, who  

in turn indicates his friend, kindly answering the queen: “Non errasti, mater; 

nam et his Alexander est.”4 Between the two men and Sisygambis is one of 
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Darius’s younger daughters – probably Princess Drypteis – in the arms of her 

nurse. On the right is Darius’s wife, queen Stateira, whose blue cape effectively 

contrasts with her mother-in-law’s, holding her infant son Ochus and flanked  

by her eldest daughter Stateira.

The painting is orchestrated around a series of diagonals strikingly  

converging on Sisygambis’s gesture (fig. 1). The characters are largely grouped  

in the foreground, almost in a single plane, while the background is divided 

between the tent’s heavy drapery and the sky, with only part of a tree suggestive 

of landscape and thus allowing for large areas of undisturbed green and blue.  

In accordance with the Academy’s precepts for small-scale classical compositions 

codified with the return of easel pictures, Amand decides to drastically reduce 

the scene: gone are elements such as the other tents – included for instance  

in Le Brun’s – and the royal family’s retinue is also reduced to a minimum. 

Fig. 1
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Jacques-Fr ançois  Amand: 
Maudit  Ante-L it ter am 

Favouringly described as a “peintre d’histoire”, Jacques-François Amand  

remains one of the lesser-known French painters of the Eighteenth century.  

He appears to have indeed specialized in historical subjects, which then sat at 

the highest level of the Académie’s hierarchy of genres as structured by André 

Félibien in 1667. The painter’s marked preference was for the Biblical and the 

Classical, as attested by his few surviving and documented paintings. 

Born in Gault, near Blois, Amand received a good education before becoming  

a pupil of Pierre L’Enfant (1704–1787), an Académicien of some repute who 

specialized in landscapes and battle scenes. In 1756, he was awarded the  

prestigious Prix de Rome for Samson et Dalila (Landesmuseum Mainz, inv. no. 497, 

fig. 2). Two years later, the Marquis de Marigny granted him the Brevet d’Élève, 

and he arrived in Rome in January 1759 together with the sculptor Pierre-

François Berruer (1733–1797). During his years at the Palazzo Mancini on Via del 

Corso, under the aegis of Charles-Joseph Natoire (1700–1777), Amand seems to 

have concentrated on the depiction of the city’s landmarks and its surrounding 
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Fig. 2

Jacques-François Amand,  

Samson et Dalila, oil on canvas, 1756, 

Landesmuseum Mainz



campagna, with sanguine drawings (fig. 3) reminiscent of the style of Hubert 

Robert. Not much is known about his friendships, but he certainly was in good 

terms with the French architect Victoir Louis (1731–1800), contributing to at  

least one of the latter’s watercolours.5 Upon his return to Paris in 1763, Amand 

completed a Pentecost for the Chartreuse de Lyon, now presumed lost. In 

November 1764, he showed Charles-André van Loo (1705–1765) an esquisse for 

his proposed reception piece, Magon, frère d’ Annibal, demandant de nouveaux 

secours au Sénat de Carthage, which was duly accepted. The sketch itself was 

shown at the Salon of 1765, where it elicited uncommonly kind comments from 

his otherwise chief detractor, Diderot.6 In 1767 he again participated in the  

Salon, albeit with one painting only and some more esquisses. He was received 

at the Académie on September 26, 1767. 

In 1768, perhaps owing to Natoire’s influence, Amand received a commission 

from King Louis XV to paint an episode in three parts depicting the story of Cupid 

and Psyche for the trumeaux above the doorways of the Petit Trianon’s salle à 

manger.7 Although these were never achieved, in all probability because of the 

artist’s untimely death, it seems that by this time other works by Amand were  

in the Trianon’s collections together with others by Jacques-Philippe Caresme.8

It is likely that the harsh criticism that his work met with in Paris in 1765,  

most notably in Diderot’s Salons, somewhat paralyzed his creativity. A promising 

personality, Amand was nonetheless “timide et nullement fait pour se produire,” 

someone who “languissoit et étoit presque sans ouvrage.”9 In 1769, he took his 

own life in his lodgings near Rue Comtesse d’Artois, in Paris, leaving behind a 

quantity of unfinished sketches. In June of the same year, the contents of his 

atelier were sold at auction. The catalogue bears witness to his unmitigated 

interest in classical themes. Among the paintings found were a Mercure et Argus,  

a Soliman II, and a Psyché abandonnée par Amour which was probably intended 

for the Trianon commission. 
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Fig. 3

Jacques-François Amand,  

View of the Church of Saint John and 

Paul, Rome, sanguine on beige paper, 

circa 1760, Musée de Grenoble







From Mariette to the Goncourts 

During his lifetime, Amand attracted the interest of some of the most discerning 

collectors of the age. Beside the royal commission of 1768 for the Petit Trianon  

at Versailles, and the acquisition of the present picture by King Frederick II of 

Prussia, his main patron was the great collector and connoisseur Pierre-Jean 

Mariette (1694–1774), controller general de la Grande Chancellerie de France  

(fig. 4), who acquired some ten drawings from Amand, and knew him well.  

When Mariette’s collection was dispersed at auction in 1775, Amand’s drawings 

were acquired by Louis XVI. Dating from his Roman period, they are now in the 

Cabinet des Déssins at the Musée du Louvre. Other works by Amand, chiefly  

drawings, were also in the collections of Le Brun fils (his sale, 1771), the Chevalier 

de Amery (sold in 1781), and Pierre-François Basan père (1798). Finally, in the 

Nineteenth century the Goncourt brothers owned at least one of his drawings.10
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Fig. 4

Pierre-Jean Mariette



Bet ween Cl a ss ic al  and 
Neo cl a ss ic al :  Jacques-Fr ançois 
Amand’s  Oeuvre

Too limited a number of paintings and drawings by Amand has so far been  

traced to allow for a comprehensive overview of his artistic production. At a 

first glance, however, the surviving pieces perfectly conform to the academic 

requirements of a period when the artist was required “from the variety and 

disordered richness of nature the most beautiful parts, that is to say, those parts 

which accord to reason,”11 whilst maintaining a recognizable distinctiveness. 

Consistently throughout his career, Amand looked back to the great masters  

of the age of Richelieu and Mazarin, from Nicolas Poussin to Simon Vouet and 

Jacques Blanchard. Such an intent study of the art of previous century is  

coupled in his opus with an idiosyncratic preference for assembling, as it were, 

constrained groups of figures within a limited space, and a certain soignée 

expression in the faces of his characters. Ironically, this resulted in an originality 

which Diderot – his greatest detractor – did not fail to acknowledge.12
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Fig. 5

Jacques-François Amand,  

Joseph sold by his brothers,  

oil on canvas, 1765, Musée des  

Beaux-Arts, Besançon





Almost certainly his first truly accomplished work is the Samson et Dalila 

from 1756 (fig. 2 above). This piece typifies the compositional problems faced  

by a young artist working within the Academy’s precepts.13 The Biblical subject 

required an inevitable and daunting study of the solutions adopted by giants of 

the past such as Guercino and above all Rubens. From a technical point of view, 

force and tension had to be investigated and resolved. Amand chose to highlight 

them by deploying a system of diagonals converging on the bound leg of Samson 

and touching upon the figure of Delilah, who flees the scene. The palette of  

dark brown-red tones is punctuated by strong blue accents, giving a certain 

rhythm to the ensemble. Aside from La Famille de Darius, the only other painting 

from the 1765 Salon to have been traced is Joseph sold by his Brothers (Musée 

des Beaux-Arts, Besançon; fig. 5), for which a sketch also survives (Musée des  

Beaux-Arts, Quimper). Once again, the figures are concentrated and arranged  

on the foreground, thus largely sacrificing any illusion of depth, in a theatrical 

invention once again remindful of Poussin’s lesson.

Amand’s last canvas, Magon… (now lost) was only exhibited after his death 

and attracted positive reviews. An anonymous reviewer in L’Avant coureur14 

reflects how this picture “doit nous faire regretter cette artiste, que la mort  

nous a enlevé cette année à la fleur de son age.” The article commends the 

composition, which has been treated “suivant les bons principles”. More is said 

about the employ of light and shadow: “l’artiste a habilement tenu dans l’ombre 

une partie du Sénat de Carthage, afin de faire mieux briller son heros qui a du 

caracter et de la noblesse.” Additionally, Jean-François Beaucousin’s praising of 

the painting allows us to surmise Amand’s advance, in his last phase, towards  

a less timid Neoclassicism: “L’execution de ce morceau est du meilleur goût, 

dans le sévère, dans le grand.”15
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L a Famille  de  Darius : 
Sources  and Comparisons 

Alexander’s visit to the family of the defeated Darius has fascinated many an 

important artist throughout history, but achieved its greatest popularity as an 

anecdote of “benevolent” absolutism in Seventeenth century France. It was  

the vast canvas representing this very episode that made of Charles Le Brun 

Louis XIV’s favourite painter. Plutarch recounts the episode in his Life of Alexander. 

Although the famous misunderstanding is omitted from the narration, the  

king’s respect and magnanimity towards the family of his vanquished opponent  

is clearly stated: “He treated these illustrious prisoners according to their value 

and character, not suffering them to hear, or receiver, or so much as to apprehend 

anything that was unbecoming.”16 More detailed accounts are found in late 

Classical writers such as Valerius Maximus and especially in Quintus Curtius 

Rufus’ History of Alexander. It is to the latter’s account that Amand turned for 

the present piece.

Fig. 6

Charles Le Brun, The Queen of Persia 

at the Feet of Alexander, oil on canvas, 

1660–61, Château de Versailles



From Sodoma to Le Brun 

The prototype for this tradition is Sodoma’s fresco in the Farnesina, Rome  

(1512), upon which Le Brun had broadly based his version, and which Amand 

would almost certainly have had occasion of studying during his four-year  

stay in the Eternal City. Sodoma’s also became a model for Paolo Veronese’s  

The Family of Darius before Alexander (1565–67; National Gallery, London), 

which depicts the moment when, Hephaestion having been mistaken for 

Alexander, the latter steps forward, and Darius’s family are taken aback by  

their mistake. 

Episodes from the life of Alexander gained popularity in mid-Seventeenth 

century France as exempla of royal magnanimity, and became the subject,  

for instance, of Racine’s Alexandre le Grand (1665). Importantly, the episode 

features in Gillet de la Tessonerie’s didactic play L’art de regner ou le sage 

gouverneur (1645), written for the seven-year-old Louis XIV and which, in its  

five acts, illustrated the five kingly virtues of justice, clemency, generosity,  

continence and liberality. Continence was aptly represented by “Alexander at  

the tent of Darius”, showing a Prince that knows how to “Dompter ses passions 

par une force extreme / Gourmander ses desirs et se vaincre soi-même.”

Le Brun’s History of Alexander: The Moral Tale of Absolutism  

In 1660, Louis XIV commissioned Le Brun a first, vast canvas, The Queen of  

Persia at the Feet of Alexander, painted at Fontainebleau almost under the  

king’s supervision (fig. 6). It became the first in a series known as the History  

of Alexander. So successful was the series that it was replicated in tapestries of 

the Gobelins and Brussels manufactures, as well as on porcelain and other media. 

Alexander’s gesture resonated deeply in a society regulated by gallantry and 

bienséances, one to which Le Brun’s work brilliantly responds. Indeed, as noted 

by Posner, “the dramatic emphasis of the picture is […] entirely on Alexander’s 

attitude towards the beauteous and despairing women, on his gesture of gallant 

gentleness”.17 But, for all its ideological implications, Le Brun’s Queen of Persia  

at the Feet of Alexander was also meant as a compendium of the theories on art 

of the Premier peintre du roi, and quickly became a touchstone for generations of 

artists to come. In it, Le Brun chose to represent the physiognomic equivalents 

– the “paradigmatic expression types” – of those passions that Poussin had 

resolved in terms of counterpoint of gesture.18 Some of Le Brun’s contemporaries, 

including the great Pierre Mignard (1612–1695), also tried their hand at the 

subject.19 These are enormous canvases, dealing with a wide range of characters 

and expressions in the immediate wake of Le Brun’s precepts, and make Amand’s 

smaller, contained canvas all the more striking in its clarity and simplicity.  
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A Possible Source: Sebastiano Ricci

Nearly a century later, when selecting this as the subject of his next easel 

painting, Amand decided to concentrate on a narrow number of characters, 

which still offered him a suitable variety of “paradigmatic expression-types” 

without enticing any direct comparison with Le Brun’s masterful example.  

Of the many versions of this episode that are to be found in Europe and,  

most significantly, Italy, Sebastiano Ricci’s Alexander and the Family of Darius  

(fig. 7) painted in Venice around 1708–10, might count as a noteworthy source  

for the present piece.20 

Ricci’s canvas is clearly reminiscent of Veronese’s in several key elements, 

such as the Queen’s lavish ermine, the impressive shield held by a page, and 

Alexander’s armed following. The Queen’s touching curtsy, however, seems  

to be his own invention, and bears a striking resemblance to Amand’s own  

portrayal of Sisygambis. Although the whereabouts of Ricci’s piece in the 1760s  

are unknown, Amand could arguably have come across it during his years in Italy, 

or known it from copies and engravings. Compare also the right arm of Hephaestion, 

resting on his hip, and his long purple-red cloak. Interestingly, this pose is later 

found in Giovanni Battista Tiepolo’s fresco of the same subject at Villa Cordellina, 

Montecchio Maggiore (1743), as well as in an earlier, if inferior version recently 

resurfaced in the open market by the Roman painter Lazzaro Baldi (1624–1703) 

which precedes Ricci’s, and which Amand could also have seen in Rome. 

Fig. 7

Sebastiano Ricci, Alexander and  

the Family of Darius, oil on canvas,  

circa 1708–10, North Carolina  

Museum of Art, Raleigh
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Frederick the Great:  
K ing and Patron of the Arts 

Upon his accession to the throne of Prussia in 1740, Frederick II (1712–1786) 

sought to establish a royal court markedly different from the austere atmosphere 

that had pervaded the court under his father Frederick William I. Disliking Berlin 

and the impositions of court etiquette, Frederick decided to reshape the crown 

estate of Potsdam that had belonged to the Hohenzollerns since the Fifteenth 

century, in the Rococo taste. Sanssouci, the first and most idiosyncratic of these 

residences, was built under his strict supervision between 1745–47, followed  

by the Neues Palais, completed in 1769. 

A Collector of his contemporaries 

The acquisition of the present painting by Frederick the Great in 1765 sheds 

further light upon the modes of collecting of the Prussian king.21 A learned man, 

passionate collector and influential patron of the arts, Frederick assembled a 

remarkable ensemble of fine and decorative arts, including ancient sculpture, 

and old masters such as Rubens and Rembrandt. His fondness for French art of 

his time resulted in one of the largest collections of works by Antoine Watteau – his 

favourite artist – outside of France. In his more mature years, however, Frederick 

also began collecting in earnest history paintings, which he regarded highly. 

Close to the cause of French Enlightenment from at least the late 1730s, 

Frederick famously corresponded with Voltaire, and his awareness of the episode  

of Alexander at the tent of Darius is further confirmed by one of their letters.22 

Moreover, he is known to have read Quintus Curtius Rufus’s History.23 Thus, a 

theme previously “appropriated” by the absolutism of Louis XIV proved its  

versatility by becoming a favourite tale of the enlightened king par excellence. 

Frederick’s interest in the subject is supported by other pieces in his collection. 

For example, around 1750 he asked the sculptor Georg Franz Ebenhech (1710–1757) 

to make a copy for Potsdam of the vase sculpted by Antonio Corradini (Großer 

Garten, Dresden) with the story of Alexander and the Family of Darius in relief.  
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King Frederick II of Prussia, 1740s,

Private Collection, localisation unknown 
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Amand’s Famille de Darius and the Batoni Affair

The purchase of Amand’s Famille de Darius by Frederick in 1765 is best explain 

within the context of his commission, two years previously, of a picture of the 

same subject from Pompeo Batoni (1708–1787) (fig. 8). The king had also asked  

of Batoni two further pictures: a companion piece, Coriolanus, and a Venus  

and Adonis which was never begun.24 Batoni only delivered Alexander and the  

Family of Darius (Stiftung Preußische Schlösser und Gärten Berlin-Brandenburg, 

Neues Palais, Potsdam) in 1775 – twelve years from the date of the original 

commission, and it was displayed in the castle’s Blue Chamber where it remains. 

It is therefore conceivable that, aware of the King’s penchant for the subject, his 

banker and correspondent in Paris, Louis-François Mettra, who also acted as his 

agent together with the Prussian ambassador, Count von Rothenburg, would have 

alerted him to the existence of Amand’s painting, which had been announced  

in the Salon’s catalogue. The purchase might therefore have been prompted by 

Batoni’s delay in bringing the picture to completion. 

Fig. 8

Pompeo Batoni, Alexander and the 

Family of Darius, oil on canvas,  

1764–75, Stiftung Preußische Schlösser 

und Gärten Berlin-Brandenburg,  

Neues Palais, Potsdam



The whereabouts of  La Famille de Darius within the Prussian royal collection  

have yet to be established. It is conceivable that Frederick, upon receiving 

Batoni’s finished piece – for which a space had been left on the walls of the  

Blue Chamber in the Neues Palais26 – might have gifted it to a courtier or relative. 

In fact, the painting does not figure in the 1784 inventory of the contents of  

the royal palaces of Potsdam and Berlin.

“Nam et Hic Alexander Est”

As well as appreciating the episode as an exemplum of “enlightened”  

governance ante-litteram, Frederick would have been attracted to the ideal of 

moral friendship portrayed between Alexander and Ephaestion, “the willingness 

to share glory and possessions with a comrade”27 that is after all incapsulated in 

Quintus Curtius’ “nam et hic Alexander est”. However, it should be stressed that 

the focus of Amand’s Famille de Darius was Queen Sisygambis. Batoni, on the 

other hand, whilst following the lines set by Le Brun, gives to his canvas vertical 

accents and spiralling movement with multiple focuses, namely Alexander 

holding the hand of the aged queen and the tall figure of the weeping wife of 

Darius. Perhaps most importantly, Batoni – who had likely received direct 

instructions from Frederick – places additional stress on Alexander who,  

instead of simply indicating Hephaestion with his arm, as in Amand’s painting, 

lays his right hand on his friend’s flank, lifting the composition to an even  

more lyrical realm. 

In 1765, Mettra was very much active as Frederick sought to enrich his  

collections, also with a view to furnish the Neues Palais, the construction of 

which was then still in progress. Thus, between 1765–66, the firm of Girard & 

Michelet from Berlin took charge of and delivered to the king a number of crates 

sent from Paris via Le Havre. Among the works of art purchased by the king at 

the time were pieces of furniture, gilt-bronzes and pictures by the likes of 

Rubens, Giulio Romano, Correggio, van der Werff and Pater. On December 19, 1765, 

six crates were delivered, containing, together with four gilt-bronze lustres,  

“les 2 Paters, bordures et le tableau du s. Amand: la famille de Darius.”25
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